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FOURTH AMNDED COl\LAIT
The United States of America ex rei. Jil Osiecki (the "United States") and the States of
Californa, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, llinois, mdiana, Louisiana,

Marland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minesota, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshie, New Jersey,

New Mexico, New York, Nort Carolina, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Virgina,
and Wisconsin, and the Distrct of Columbia, New York City, and the City of Chicago ex reI. Jil
Osiecki (collectively "Plaintif States"), and Jil Osiecki individually (hereinafer "Osiecki"), allege

as follows in support of their Four Amended Complaint against the Defendants Amgen, mc.
("Amgen"), Oncology Supply mc., Amerisource Bergen Specialty Group, Amerisource Bergen
Corp., Cardinal Health Specialty Phanaceutical Distrbution, International Oncology Network,

National Oncology Allance, Oncology Therapeutics, mc., Wyeth, Wyeth Phanaceuticals and
(~-

Pfizer, mc. (hereinafer collectively the "Defendants") b~~~d upon the personal knowledge of and
documents in the possession of Osiecki:

I. NATIJRE OF THE CASE
1.. Th.is is ~m act.ion by the United States of America and the Plaintiff States

(collectively the United States and the Plaintiff States shall hereinafter be referred to as the
"Government Plaintífs") by ~m.d through Osiecki, against Defendants to redress violations of the
federal False ClaIiïls Act 31 V.S.C. §§ 3729-3730 and û1.e analogous laws of the Plaintiff States.

2. Amgen is a Californa corporation with its pricipal place of business located at One

Amgen Center Drive, Thousaiïd Oaks, California. III 2002, Amgen acquired Im1lunex Corporation
("Immunex"), a 'Washington corporation with its principal place of business at 51 University Street,

Seattle, Washington.
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3. Amgen and Imunex (collectively referred to as "Amgen") are highy diversified
healthcare companes that individually, and in combination with one another, engage in the business
of manufactuing, distrbuting, marketing and selling prescription drgs purchased and/or
reimbursed by the Governent Plaitifs, though, inter alia, the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

The Amgen drgs at issue in this case include Epogen (epoetin alfa) and Aranesp (darbepoetin alfa),
which are FDA-approved for use, inter alia, in cancer patients with chemotherapy-induced anemia;

Enbrel (etanercept) and Kieret (anaka), which are used to treatrheumatoid aritis; Neuopegen
and Neulasta (pegfilgrastim), which are used to reduce the risk of inection in some cancer patients;

and, Sen.'lipar (cinaca1cet He!), which is used to help treat dialysis patients with imbalances of
phosphorus, calcium and PTH, known as secondar hyperparathyroidism.

4. Osiecki was employed by Amgen as a sales representative from on or about
(t
"

tho' November 1, 1990 though December 2, 2005. In that capacity, Osiecki was responsible for thei:",'
marketing of r\mgen phanaceutical products, including Aranesp, in the Wisconsin aiid llinois
region. Osiecki was a member of the Great Lakes Region which, over this period, has at various

times included the states of New York, Peniisylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana,
Michigan, TIinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Missom:I, Nebraska,

and Kansas.
5. Osiecki also regularly attended various Regional and National Sales meetings,
typically heid from 2-4 times per year. The dates on which such meetings were held included

December of 2003 (National Meeting), Januar of 2004 (District Meeting), June of 2004 (District

Meeting), July of 2004 (National Meeting) and October 2004 (Distrct Meeting). Osiecki also
paricipated in all Amgen national traing semiars via teleconference or web lin.
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6. The inormation, materials and traing provided at these meetings confired the

unorm, nationwide scope of Amgen's unawfl schemes in marketing its drgs that caused the
submission of false claims to governent-fuded healthcare programs.

II. .JUSDICTION AN VENU
7. This is a civil action arsing under the laws of the United States to redress violations

of 31 V.S.C. §§3729-3730 and the analogous laws of the Plaintiff States.

8. This Cour has jursdiction over the subject matter of this action: (i) pursuant to 31
U.S.C. §3732, which specifically confers jursdiction on this Cour for actions brought pursuant to
31 U.S.C. §§3729 and 3730; (ii) pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1331, which confers federal subject matter
jurisdiction; and, (Hi) pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1345, because the United States is a plaintif. This

Cour has supplemental jursdiction over the state law claims brought in this complaint.
(t-

9. This Cour has jurisdiction over Defenda.l1ts UIder 31 U.S.C. §3732(a) because

Defenda.'1ts can be found in, are authorized to transact business in;'and are now transacting business

in this District. In addition, acts proscribed by 31 V.S.C. §3729 have occurred in this District.

10. Venue is proper in the Eastem District of New York because DeÍendai"1ts conduct
\

business in, this District and, upon infolniation and belief, acts giving rise to this action occulTed
within this District.
11. This suit is not based upon prior public disclosures of allegations or transactions in a

criminal, civil or admiistrative hearing, lawsuit or investigation or in a Govem.'1ent Accounting
Office or Auditor General's report, hearing, audit or investigation, or from the news media.

12. To the extent that there has been a public disclosure unknown to Osiecki, Osiecki is
an original source mider 31 U.S.C. §3730 (e)(4) and the analogous provisions of

the Plaintif States'

whistleblower statutes. She has direct and independent knowledge of the inormation on which the
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allegations are based and voluntarily provided the inormation to the governent before fiing a qui
tam action based on the inormation.

13. At the time she fied her original complaint in this action in the Distrct of
Massachusetts, Osiecki concurently provided to the Attorney General of the United States and to

the United States Attorney for the Distrct of Massachusetts a statement sumarzing known
material evidence and inormation related to this Complaint, in accordance with the provisions of 31
U.S.C. §3730(b )(2). The disclosure statement is supported by material evidence.
14. Osiecki's disclosure statement, all supplemental disclosure statements, and all

documents and materials produced therewith are incorporated herein by reference.

III. PARTffS
15. The United States and the Plaintif States (collectively the "Governent Plaintifs")
( (~

(,t.-

c

c
are

the plaintifs for whom recovery is sought for false and fraudulent claims sub~itted to federally

fuded government programs and programs johitly fuded by the United States and the Plaintif
States.
16. Osiecki is a citizen and resident of the State of Wisconsin. Shebrillgs this action on

her own behalf and. on behalf of the United States and the Plaintiff States pmsuant to 31 D.S.C.
§3730(b)(1) and the analogous laws of the Plaintiff States. She is a fonner employee of Amgen, as
detailed hereÍiî, fuîd is fuî original source of the allegations commenced against Amgen. In

fu..erance of the Governent Plaintiffs' investigation into the unlawful acts of Defendants set

forth in this Four Amended Complaint, Osiecki, Ì.11 collaboration with government investigators,
made several consensuai recordings of Amgen events a.rid conversations in the course and scope of

her employment during the time frame of approximately October 2004 tii-ough November 2005.

The consensual recordings include two Amgen District Meetings which took place in approximately
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October 2004 and the first half of 2005; two Amgen Anual Meetings which were held in the
sumer of 2005 and approximately November 2005; one ride along with Osiecki's Regional
Manager; and two "ride alongs" with her Distrct Manager. In addition, Osiecki made and provided

to the Governent Plaintiffs her own consensual recordings made from approximately June 2004

though early December 2005 and said recordings corroborate the allegations set fort herein

concerning the payment of kickbacks as well as Amgen drg pricing inormation. These recordings
were made in accordance with all applicable federal and state law.

17. Defendant Amgen, a Californa corporation, is a research-based, global
pharaceutical company, with its pricipal place of business located at One Amgen Center Drive,
Thousand Oaks, California.
18. Defendant Oncology Supply, Inc. (hereinafer OS!) is a wholly-owned subsidiar of
ri.

Amerisource4ergen Specialty Group, IÌc. (hereinafter ABSG). OSI is an Alabama corporation
with its pr'..cipal place of

business located at 2801 Horace Shepard drve, Dothan, Alabama 36303.

19. Defendant ABSG is a Texas cOiporation with its principaL. place of business located
at 4006 Belt Line Road, Addison, TX 75000.
20. Defendant Amerisource Bergen Corporation Cnereinafter ABC), a Delaware

corporation, is a global pharaceutical service company, focusing on the pharaceutical supply
chaiil, providing drug distribution a.l1d related senfIces to pharaceutical manufactuers and
heait.licare providers. Its principeJ place of business is located at 1300 Morris Drive, Chesterbrook,

PA 19087.
21. Defendant Cardinal Health, Specialty Phannaceutical Distribution (hereinafer SPD)

is a wholly-owned division of Cardinal Health. me. SPD's principal place of business is located at
401 Mason Road, La Vergne, TN 37081. Cardinal Health, SPD is a pharaceutical wholesaler that
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entered into contracts with Amgen. Amgen has fueled kickbacks and discounts though Cardinal

Health, SPD to end customers to avoid Best Pnce Reporting obligations as well as to avoid
compliance with the AKS
22. Defendant International Oncology Network (hereinafer ION) is a Marland
corporation with its pricipal place of business located at The World Trade Center, 11th floor, 401

East Pratt Street, Baltimore, MD 21202. ION is ostensibly a group purchasing organzation
("GPO"). A legitimate GPO is a group of doctors, clincs, hospitals or other health care providers
organized for many puroses, including the abilty to make large volume purchases of prescription
drgs at substantial discounts. Upon inormation and belief, ION does not qualify as a GPO and

instead is in reaiity a marketing ar of Amgen though which Å1gen fùnneled kickbacks to end
customers to avoid Best Price Reporting obligations as well as to avoid compliance with the AKS.

Füi1:er, ION has accepted kickbacks from Amgen in tM- form of rebates and chärgebacks in
exchange for purchasing Amgen products.
23. Defendant National Oncology Allance (hereÎiïafter NOA) is a Delaware corporation

with its principal place of business located at Suite 350, 750 Lindaro Street, San Rafael, California,

94901, NOA is ostensibly a group ptU'chasing organization ("GPO"). A legitmate GPO is a group
of doctors, clinics, hospitals or otilier health care providers, organized for many purposes, including

the abilty to make large volume purchases of supplier products at substantial discounts. Upon
hiformation a.rid beiief, NOil. does nût qualify as a GPO and instead is a marketing ar of Amgen

though which Amgcn has funneled kickbacks to customers to avoid Best Price Reporting
obligations as well as to

avoid compliance with the AKS. Further, NOA has accepted kickbacks

from Amgen in the form of rebates and chargebacks in exchange for purchasing Aiïlgen products.
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24. Defendant Oncology Therapeutics, Inc. (hereinafter OTN) is a Californa
corporation with its pricipal place of business located at Suite 500, 399 Oyster Point Boulevard,

South San Francisco, CA 94080. OTN is a pharaceutical wholesaler that entered into contracts

with Amgen to purchase various pharaceutical products for the "list price" of the drgs. Amgen
has fueled kickbacks and discounts though OTN to end customers to avoid Best Price Reporting

obligations as well as to avoid compliance with the AKS

25. Defendants Wyeth and/or Wyeth Pharaceuticals (hereinafer collectively Wyeth)
manufactue and market both generic and prescription drgs. Prior to its acquisition on or about
October 15,2009, Wyeth was a publicly-traded company registered in Delaware. Wyeth is now a

wholly-owned subsidiar of pfizer, Inc. and conducts business throughout the United States
(including Massachusetts and New York) and in many countries. Its headquarer office is located at
cl'

~

5 Giralda Fars,'Madison, New Jersey, 07940.
26. Defendant Pfizer mc. (hereina.fter Pfizer) is a publiclyntraded company, incorporated
under the laws of

Delaware with its prindpal place of business iii New York, New Yoik. Pfi¡,er is

engaged in the development, manufacture, distribution, and sale of phal11aceutical and health care
products throughout the United States, On or about October 15, 2009, Pfizer completed its

acquisition of Wyeth fora total purchase price of approximately $68 milion pursuant a merger
agreement. At that time, 'Wyeth became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Pfizer. By virtue of its
acquisition of Wyeth, Pfizer is liable as the successor-in-interest to 'Wyeth. Defendants Pfizer and
Wyeth shall hereli'1afer collectively be referred to as W'yeti1i.

11

iv. BACKGROUN
27. Generally speaking, Amgen engaged in at least six (6) schemes in fuerance of its
improper marketing practices that, inter alia, caused the submission of false claims to gove11ent-

fuded healthcare programs:
. Marketing and promoting prescription drgs "off-label" without proper authority or
medical support in violation of Federal Drug Admistration rules and regulations;
. Intentionally establishing (though false price reporting discussed infra) and promoting

the "spread" between medical providers' cost to acquire Amgen's drgs and the amount
of reimbursement paid to such providers by governent-fuded healthcare programs

("marketing the spread");
. Providing materials and goods to existing customers with the knowledge and/or

that medical providers and other purchasers would increase and maintain
their voliune of purchases of Amgen products, with these purchases subsequently biled
expectation

to the federal government;

ê Providing other fimmcial incentives and inducemeì1ts, as detailed more fully herein, to
induce sales of Amgen' s tläigS at arificially iii:ated prices;
. False or fraudulent reporting of the actual "best price" and/or "average manufactuer's

price" for Amgen's drgs in quarerly eMS Best Price Reports submitting pursuant to
Al1geii's Rebate Ag-iement with eMS, and intead (i) reporting of higher prices and
(ii) excludIi'1gdiscoll"lts and other inducements described herein offered to hospitals and

clinics that resulted in lower prices than the prices reported to the Medicaid Program as
well as resulted in Amgen decreasing or avoiding entirely its obligations to make
quarterly rebate payments to the Medicaid program; and,
. False or Fraudulent of the Average Sales Price (" ÄSP") for Aranesp and other dnigs.

28. The remaining defendants acted in concert with Amgen in fu1:erance of the above

referenced schemes.
29. With regard to marketing the spread, Amgen has engaged in an unair and deceptive

marketing and sales scheme pursuant to which Amgen provided improper incentìves and

inducements to medical providers and other purchasers of Amgen's drgs calculated to increase
sales of those drgs at arificially inated prices thoughout the United States.
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30. This unair and deceptive marketing and sales scheme caused har to the

Governent Plaintifs by causing governent-fuded health care programs to pay more for
Amgen's drgs than they otherwise would have paid in the absence of Amgen's unawfl conduct.
31. Plaintiff Osiecki fuer alleges that Amgen, in full knowledge of governent

prohibitions against the reimbursement of self-adminstered drgs, has created a scheme whereby
the Governent Plaintifs paid for self-admstered drgs under the "incident to physician care"

regulations, with ful knowledge that these products can be safely and effectively adminstered by
the patient.

32. For example, Amgen's Neulasta is provided in single-dose, pre-filed syringes. The
FDA labeling requires' no additional patient testing or intervention afer admistration. In

fuerance of its schemes, Amgen has intrcted its sales representatives not to volunteer any
~11(

ili(

inormation to medical providers and other purchasers about the fact that admstrion of Neulasta
does .

not require physician assistance. At the same ti..fJe, Amgen's sales representatives have been

instructed to actively discourage the writing of retail prescriptions for Neulasta because retail
prescriptions would allow the patient to self-administer the drugs and consequently the physicians
would have to forego reimbursement for office visits and administering injections to patients.

33. These improper marketing and sales schemes were formulated as part of an overall
plan by Amgen to engage in uiilawful and improper methods of competition in the marketing and
sale of its drugs to the detriment of the Govemi'lent Plaintiffs.

34. The goal of these uiJawful marketing and sales schemes is to cause Aingen's drugs
to be favored by medical providers and other pUichasers above all other drg therapies and modes

or methods of healthcare treatment for paiticular health conditions. This goal is achieved by
improperly persuading medical providers and other purchasers of the Amgen products at issue to
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adminster these drgs "in offce," thereby allowing medical providers to profit from adminstering

these drgs while benefiting Amgen by arificially inating its market share.
35. In carying out its schemes, Amgen representatives have advised integrated

healthcare institutions as to what site of service was the most profitable, suggesting that hospital

outpatient centers direct the provision of Amgen products (Neupogen, Neulasta and Aranesp) to
their associated clincs because the governent reimbursement rates were higher in the clinc

settings, and the customers could thereby increase the "spread" that was realized on the provision of
the products.

36. This activity occured afer the institution of the first Outpatient Prospective
Payment System (OPPS) by Medicare, in whích hospital outpatient reÍi+nbursement was set by

Medicare at a different rate than in the physician clinc setting. The details of the new OPPS rue
;li(

were made pu~c in October 2002,
37. ~or example, Amgen .

representatives in Nortern W'isconsin and Michigan

encouraged their hospital clients to oulsource the treatment of patients receivi.ng Amgen drugs

(Neulasta, Neupogen and Aranesp) to their hospital-owned clliúcs who were biiing under the
physician clirlc l'eimbmsemerit mechanism. The representatives demonstrated the higher profit that
could be obtained for the hospital by purchasÎiïg the diugs in the hospital setting (with very steep
discoUiîtS), and then transferrÍiîg tJie product to the hospital-owned clinics to be adminstered in a

setting with higher governent reimbursement.
':to
..0.

In several locations in northern and central Wisconsin, at the direction of Amgen

sales representatives, the hospitals were used to purchase the drugs and the clLriics were used to

admLnister the drugs to maximize the spread reimbursement to the physicia.is. TIiis spread
marketing scheme was discussed in several district meetings for the Mineapolis District, occuring
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on January 17,2004, in Mineapolis, MN at the Grand Hotel; on April 23rd and 24th at the Airort
Mariott in Bloomigton, MN; and on October 3-4,2004, at the American Club in Kohler, WI.

39. Amgen's recommendation to customers that they transfer patients from their

traditional site of service to a diferent, more costly site of service caused Medicare and other
governent programs to incur unecessar and increased treatment costs. This recommendation, in

connection with the promotion of drg profit or spread, and the diferential profit in diferent
treatment settings, constituted an ilegal inducement with the net effect of makg it more attactive
for physicians and health systems to use more of Amgen's products.
40. Additionally, the financial benefits of a hospital purchasing Aranesp under the

hospital contract a.Tld biling it lLiider the clinic biling system (HCFA 1500 biling form) was
discussed and presented at district meetings at the American Club in Kohler, WI on October 3-4,
;!.(

2003 and at Le Meridien in Mineapolis, IvIN on J anuar 16.~7, 2004.
41. Moreover, Amgen is well aware that their inje~table products Aranesp and Neulasta
were at risk of being declared self-administered drugs, Removing Medicare coverage of either of

these products would dimsh the profit incentives that Amgen has devised as a part of its highly
successful promotion of these products. Therefore, Amgen carefiilIy monitors and calibrates the

amount of self-administration that is occurring with each of their injectable diugs. Selfadminstered product usually is purchased by retail phai-macies for dispensing to patients who
receive a prescription from t.lieir physician.

42. With Aranesp, Amgen is supporting increasing the market share of product used in
the retail setting, because greater retail prescriptions wil have a net effect of raising the Average
Selliiìg Price ("ASP") that Medicare bega.'l to use to set reimbursement of drgs in 2005 and
beyond. Amgen does not grant price concessions to retail phaiacies, but gives large discounts to
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hospitals and physicians; therefore, higher sales in the retail setting wil tend to raise the ASP. To

support this strategy, Amgen has offered a signicant bonus to all sales representatives who can

increase their retail market share durg the last half of 2004. Amgen's scheme is aimed at
converting retail prescriptions of Procrit to retail prescriptions of Aranesp, thus increasing the ASP

for Aranesp, while decreasing the ASP of Procrit. Inuencing the ASP of both products in those
ways plays into the overall strategy of offerig superior financial incentives to providers though the
"spread."

43. With regard to Neulasta, there is no competitive situation to diferentially inuence
competing ASP prices. As such, Amgen continued its normal policy of discouraging retail

prescriptions where possible for Neulasta, because overall, retail prescriptions of Neulasta are self
adminstered.

Self-admistration dimishes the profit incentive by the prescribing physician who
~ì¡J

tf
'..!i'

looses reimbursement for an offce visit and, therefore, may decrease the amount of product usage,
jointly by Defendants
44. -Enbrel (entanercept) is ari artlu'itis and psoriasis drug marketed

Wyeth and Amgen, It is administered to patients in many different settings, hicluding physicians'

offices, outpatient clinics. hospitals and long term care facilities. Enbrel is derived by introducing
engineered protein. Enbrel
human DNA into Chinese hamster ovary celis and creating a genetically

is a type of protein called a "tumor necrosis factor" (TNF) blocker, and it stops the body from
ma.king TNF. People with immune diseases, such as rheumatoid artJirtis and psoriasis, have too
much Tt..Tf in their bodies.
45. Defenda.'1ts Wyeth and Amgen conspired to market Enbrel for off label puroses

though the website www.medscape.col1 and though an online Continuing Medical Education

program. Wyeth's scheme for Enbrel was to increase market share though the covert
commercialization of CME programs.
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V. FEDERA LAW PROIßITS KICKBACKS TO INUCE PURCHAES OF
DRUGS PAI FUED BY GOVERNNT HEALTHCAR PROGRA.
46. The Medicare and Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Statute (Statute) was first enacted
under the Socia! Security Act in 1977. The Statute imposes crimial penalties on anyone who, in
violation of the Anti-Kickback Provision:
or
offers or pays any remuneration (including any kickback, bribe or rebate) directly
indirectly, overtly

or covertly, in cash or in kid to any person to induce such person

to purchase, lease, order or arange for or recommend purchasing, leasing, or

ordering any good, facilty, service, or item for which payment may be made in
whole or in par under a Federal health care program.
42 V.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b)(2)(B).

47. Many of the Plaintif States have enacted analogous laws, cited to and referred to
herein.
48. This provision. known as the Anti-Kickbacl~lStatute, and the analogous laws of the
~lil

Plaintiff States appiies to Amgen, whose drugs are included on the Medicare aiïd Medicaid
fOlmulary, and formularies of other government-fuded healthcare programs. AccordLrigly, the

Allti~Kickback Statute and tiie Plaintiff States' Iaws prohibited Amgen from engaging in the mere
act of offering ilegal remuneration, regardless of whether the inducement is ultimately accepted by

the buyer of Amgen's drgs. Such inducements cause fbancIal and patient har because they
encourage unecessar treatments, Lnfuence the free exercise of medical judgment by providers,
linút patient options and lead to iúgher payments for medical seivIces by government-funded

healthcare programs.

49. The AKS furer defines "remuneration" to include "transfers of items or services
for free or for other than fair market value." ¡d. § 1320a-7a(i)(6). Perhaps underscoring the breadth

of the statutory defintion, the HHS alG Anti-Kickback Provisions, 56 Fed. Reg. 35952, 35958
(1991), broadly define the term "remuneration" as "anyting of value in any form whatsoever." See
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Moreover, compliance with the AKS is a condition of payment for claims made to Medicare for
reimbursement for services, including home health services.
54. For example, under 42 U.S.C. § 1395y(a)(1)(A), "nonpayment may be made (under

the Medicare statute) for any expenses incured for items or services which . . . are not reasonable

and necessar for the diagnosis or treatment of illness or injur."

55. Kickbacks are, by defintion, not "reasonable and necessary for the diagnosis or
treatment of ilness or injur."

56. Amgen, by and though the acts of offering and paying cash and in kid kickbacks

to GPOs, wholesalers and end customers as alleged herein, have caused false claims for Amgen's

drugs to be submitted to the Government Plaintiffs. These false claims have been submitted by

Aingen's clients, Le. hospitals, clincs and other medical providers and alleged herein, which
:(:./

accepted Amg~Js kickbacks - directly and/or indirectly.
57. ' The remaining DefeIidarits, which include GPOs and wholesalers, played an integral

role in the kickback scheme by accepting kickbacks from Amgen's in the fomi of rebates,
chargebacks and administrative fees aiìd in accord with Amgen's scheme, passing through part: of
those kickbacks to Aingen's pindiaseric1ients. T'nis "wholesaler passthl'ugh" schematic devised by

Aingen and the remaining Defendants was - as stil is - nothing more than sham designed to
disguise a thriving kickback scheme t.Lroügh which the Defendants caused providers to submit
hundreds of thous~mds of

false reimbursement claims for Amgen drugs to govemment-fuded

healthcare programs. In addition, Amgen did not report these discounts afforded to its customers
accomplished though the wholesaler passthough scheme as par of ASP, A WP or best price.
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VI. MATING AN PROMOTING THE "SPREAD"

58. Up until 2005, reimbursement for prescription drgs by governent-fuded
healthcare programs such as Medicare al1d Medicaid was based, in whole or par, on the "Average

Wholesale Price," or the "A WP." The A WP is not an "average" of "wholesale" or manufactuers'

pricing, as the names suggests, but instead is a price that is controlled and set by drg
manufactuers, including Amgen.
59. Plaintiff Osiecki became aware, based upon her traing and knowledge of Amgen

reimbursement policies from 1990 though 2004, that Amgen set the A WP 25% above the list price
of Amgen products.
60. In 2005, governent-fuded healthcare programs such as Medicare and Medicaid

went to an ASP-based reimbursement modeL. A..gen's schemes to manipulate ASP are discussed
(:-/

0;'

infra.

61.

Amgen reported the A WP for its drugs to various pricing compendia, such as the

Red Book and First Data Bank, which in turn pubìished these A WPs hi reference books that are
used and relied upon by both the public and private sector. Medical providers and other purchasers

of Amgen's dmgs used the A WP in biling the Medicare and Medicaid prognmis for Ä.ngen's
drugs prescribed and sold throughout the United States.
62. The A WPs reported by Amgen did not represent prices actually paid by any medical
provider or otlier purchaser of Anigen's drgs.

63. Instead, Amgen intentionally inlated t.lie A V\'P for its drugs so t.iat governent-

fuded healthcare programs would reimburse providers for its drugs far in excess of the pnce they
paid to acquire t.liem.
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64. In addition to controlling and setting the price used by the Governent Plaintiffs to

calculate reimbursement (the A WP), Amgen also set and controlled the acquisition costs paid by
medical providers and other purchasers of its drgs though aforementioned direct and indirect

marketing and sales schemes (including GPOs and wholesalers). The acquisition costs, i.e. the costs

to acquire Amgen's drgs, were far below the A WP-based prices paid by Medicare and Medicaid.
65. Amgen has deeply discounted the acquisition costs for its drgs far below the A WP-

based prices paid by Medicare and Medicaid for these same drugs to create "spreads" between the
acquisition costs and the A WPs. Included in these lower prices were off-invoice discounts
("aIDs") that Amgen offered to customers to induce purchases of Amgen's products.

66. Amgen sales representatives have caried out the company's scheme by explaing
to medical providers and other customers that they could personally profit from prescribing Amgen
(.1"

a..

products. For eXfu'lple, Amgen sales representatives have been directed to explain to medical
providers thâtthey could generate substantial income by prescribing Aranesp injections.
67. Osiecki hars personal knowledge that Amgen accomplished this goal by descïibing to

medical providers the "spread" between (1) the per unit allowable amount reimbursed by Medicare
and (2) the lower quantity discount price actually paid by the medical provider to Aingen.

Projections made by Amgen to medical providers showed, for instance, that a doctor could obtain a

profit from Medicare of over $100 doHars for each 100 mcg Aranesp injection purchased from
Auigen.

68. By controlliig and inating the acquisition cost for its drugs paid by it customers
and the end payors, such as the Governent Plaintiffs though Medicare and Medicaid programs,
through discounts a-rid rebates, A.mgen has created and manipulated the spreads for dmgs sold
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directly to medical providers and other customers to the financial detrment of the Governent

Plaintiffs.
69. The spread created by Amgen constitutes an unawfl kickback.

70. Amgen unawfly promoted and marketed these "spreads," and the profits to be
realized therefrom, to its customers thoughout the relevant time period.

71. Amgen's marketing and sales practices have resulted in a perverted "competitive"

environment whereby Amgen has sought to continually raise, inate and fix the A WPs for its drgs,

which, - in tu, has allowed Amgen to increase the prices paid by its customers in order to
continually increase its sales and the profits realized by both Amgen and its customers for Amgen's

drgs.
72. This "competitive" environment has had a detrmental effect on the Governent
.::

Plaintifs and taxpayers. By "competÜ~g" on spreads, Amgen has caused the Governent Plaintiffs
otherwise would have paid in the absence

and taxpayers to pay more for Amgen's drugs t.1ian they

of Amgen's misconduct. Amgen knows that the profit. or "spread" on drug utilization introduces an

incentive for physicians and providers to prescribe and use lI,ore of the product than they otherwise
would, which also increases the costs to the government and other payors,

73. Amgen also knows that several of its drugs compete with other manufacturers'
drgs. In some cases, as detailed herein, Amgen manipulated the A VLP to create a reimbursement

advantage for its drgs. Specifically, Amgen's Kineret competes with Johnson & Johnson Group,

Inc.'s Remicade; Neupogen and Neulasta competed against Immunex's Leuk-ie; and Aranesp
competes against Procrit, Johnson & Jolmson's epoetin alfa product. To assure that its drgs gained

market share, Amgen manipulated the A WP for its dnigs so that reimbursement rates paid to
customers by the Governent Plaintifs would greatly exceed their drug acquisition costs.
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74. To car out its scheme, Amgen has ensured its sales representatives were focused

on reimbursement and customer profit motives.
75. Amgen contracts have been purosefuly structued so as to provide for increasing

discounts based upon increasing dollar purchases of Amgen products. Additional prescriptions of
Amgen products caused the - price paid by customers to decrease and the "spread" between the

acquisition cost and -reimbursement from government-fuded healthcare programs to increase. By

incentivizing greater dollar purchases of Amgen products, providers' profitabilty increased with
greater utilzation. Amgen helped customers to understand the economic benefits associated with

greater utilzation of their products by including providing target patient utilzation numbers for
each increasing level of product discount. Amgen's marketing scheme caused physicians to make

decisions based on patient utilzation based upon hitting financial targets, which rus counter to the

concept of medical necessity upon which all governent reimbursement is based, ~d encourages
product usage for financial gai rather than for medical necessity.

76. By way of example, since Aranesp's launch in October of 2001, the competitive
environment between Amgen's Aranesp and Ortho Biotech's Procrit has changed several times.
Because (If changing government. reimbursement levels, and changing contracts respcinding to both
reimbursement changes and competitive contract levels, tilie "spread" advantage has vaciHated back

and forth between Aranesp and Procrit over this entire time period.
77. Because Amgen was convinced its competitor Oi1ho Biotech was marketing Procrit
using the spread or protït during the time frames that they had an advantage, Amgen sales

representatives were advised to gather any

and all evidence that they could, to demonstrate to the

federal governent that Orto Biotech was marketing on the spread.
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7S. Conversely, when the spread advantage was in Amgen's favor, Amgen management

cautioned the Amgen sales force that Orto Biotech would be lookig for any evidence that they
could find to show the governent that Amgen was marketing on the spread.

79. Therefore, when Amgen had the advantage on profit, sales representatives were
advised by management to "be smar-use it, but don't leave it." (The "it" being spread marketing
tools). On the other hand, when Orto Biotech had the profit advantage, Amgen representatives had

no incentive to market the "spread" and intead shifed to a cost reduction marketing strategy. This
dynamc has shifed several times since the launch of Aranesp.

SO. An example of the "be smar" philosophy is demonstrated in a PowerPoint slide
deck that was presented to Joliet Oncology of Joliet, llinois, by Amgen's local sales representative,

Mike Reinle, and the Amgen Corporate Account Manager, Steve Kolwitz. This presentation was
described as a ~st practice" to the Great Lakes Region, and Osiecki was asked by her district

manager, Lisa-Croissant, to use this presentation as a template for a presentation to a high volume
account in her terrtory, Aurora Healthcare. Croissant forwarded the presentation to Osiecki for just
that purpose.
S1. The Joliet Oncology presentation is of interest in that, at the point in the presentation
where it was logical to present the "spread marketing'; information, the slíde deck paused for

discussiorJpresentation of Hie "Summary Sheet." The "Sumary Sheet" was a blan "income
statement" describing the various inputs to the "spread." By providing the information to the

attendees verbally, and having them record the inputs, the Amgen personnel were abiding by the

"be smart" philosophy-providing the inormation without direct evidence that they presented it to
the physician group. Amgen presenters ReLrie and Kolwitz explaLned that they were concerned that
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Orto Representatives might be able to gain copies of their presentation, so they made sure that the
financial data was in the handwriting of the physicians

82. Amgen cared out similar schemes to manpulate the ASP for its drgs beging in
2005, when ASP became the basis for prescription drg reimbursement claims.

83. Once measure taken by Amgen to increase the ASP for Aranesp so as to increase the
spread was a

voucher rebate program, launched in mid-2004 in preparation for the switch to an

ASP-based reimbursement schematic for governent-fuded healthcare programs in 2005.
Osiecki's manager, Lisa Croissant, circulated a PowerPoint slide show outlining the voucher rebate

program styled as a "retail contest." il the slideshow Amgen identifies retail as a "(s)trategically

important market segment."
84. Pursuant to the voucher program, Amgen sales representatives were given vouchers

for a free month's supply of Arancsp to distribute to targ~ physicians to encourage Aranesp

prescription writing. In tu physicians were to give these vouchers to their patients. The vouchers

came in the form of a special retail IabeI that the physician would affix to his Qr her Aranesp
prescription. 'Die special label "enrolled" the patient so he or she was eligible to receive fi'ee
Aranesp. The patient would ta.'ke the prescription affixed with the special label iiid collect his or her

free on month supply of Aranesp at the pharmacy. The free month's supply was offered li the
following doses only: 4i100 mcg pre-filed syrI.'1ges or 2/200 mcg pre-filed syringes.
85. fuïigen intended that the free one month supply of Araiîesp would lead to refil

prescriptions paid at full price thereafter from t.1ie retail pharacies. Subsequent refils would

follow the standard prescription refil process and Llie appropriate cost would be charged to the
patient's non-govemment-funded prescription plan as well as the necessary co-pay.
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86. Amgen expressly excluded from the voucher program all patients who paricipated

in Medicare, Medicaid or other federal or state health programs
87. In fuerance of the roll out of the voucher program, Amgen provided sales

representatives with retail target lists as well as Aranesp sample kits equal to the number of top
retail targets in each representative's terrtory.

88. Amgen put no limt on the number of patients a physician could enroll in the
voucher program.

89. Relator Osiecki's District Manager repeatedly told Osiecki durg multiple Distrct

Meetings that the purose of the voucher program was to drve retail sales of Araiiesp, with the
ultimate goal of increasing Aranesp's ASP, and in tu witil¡ the effect increasing the spread for
physician

'¥

customers who were aforded deep discounts below the ASP price, Lndeed, Amgen stated

that retail sales were of "increasing importance" in 2005.

90: Upon information and belief, for the purose of arifcially inflating the ASP for

Anmesp, Amgen pUiposefully did not take into aCCOuiït the voucher program discounts in
calculating ASP or in calculating best priceiAM,
A. HOSPITAL CONTRACTS PURSUA.NT TO WHICH AiVlGEN PRmýIOTED THE
"SPREAD" ILLEGALLY GENERATED BY AMGEN.

91. DefendaIt Amgeii has also entered into improper contracts with piivate and public
hospitals. The improper contracts have included various improper inducements, induding rebates

and discounts, designed to increase Amgen's market share of specific products and to increase its

overall sales volume. These inducements have been made to encourage Amgen customers to
purchase and prescribe Aingen's drugs over competing drgs or altemative forms of medical care
and treatment, rather than to ensure that the most medically appropriate treatment was provided.
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92. Moreover, these market share based arangements supported Amgen's off-label

promotional scheme for its drgs because sales representatives promoted to customers that the
market share goals required to maximize rebates and off-invoice discounts were attainable if Amgen
drgs, in paricular Aranesp,were used off-labeL.

1. The Enhanced Momentum II Hospitl Contract.

93. Due to the ongoing competitive marketing of Aranesp and Orto Biotech's Procrit,
Amgen developed the Momentu I hospital contract in 2003 to counter Orto Biotech's pricing and

marketing schemes for Procrit. Due to revised pricing schemes for Procrit and Aranesp, the
Enhanced Momentu IT Hospital Contract (Momentu IT) was developed and took effect for the
period of June 1,2004 though April

30, 2006. Hospitals that were aleady purchasing Neulasta and

Neupogen were automatically enrolled in this program.

94. Under the terms of th~ontracts, hospitals enrolled in the program receive off-

invoice discowits of 25% on their purchases of Aråîesp vials and singlejects and 2% on t.lie
puwhases of Neulast.a and Neupogen.

at:
/J.

Hospital-based dialysis centers receive an otl-invoíce discount oÎ 11 % on all Epogen

vials, with the exception of Epogen M20 vials for which an off-jnvoice discount of 17% is provided.

Hospitals without dialysis centers receive a discount of 3% on all Epogen vials.
96. Further, effective October 1, 2004, pursuant to the Momentum IT contract, hospitals

also receive unrepOlted rebates from Amgen based on the market share of Ara.'lcsp and volume of
sales of Neulasta and Neupogen.
97. The hospitals receive rebates of up to 21.5% on their total quarerly purchases of

Aranesp based on t.liis drug's market share at the hospitaL. The hospitals also receive rebates of up
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to 8% on their quarerly purchases of Neupogen and Neulasta, with the rebate amounts directly tied
to Aranesp' s market share.

98. To receive the rebate on the purchases of Neulasta and Neupogen, the hospital's net
quarerly purchases must equal or exceed 70% of

the prior year's same-quarer net purchases.

99. By offering these increased off invoice discounts and rebates based on the market
share of Aranesp and continued high purchase- volumes of Neulasta and Neupogen, Amgen has
improperly induced the hospitals to purchase and prescribe Amgen's drgs over competing drugs or

alternative forms of medical care and treatment. The scheme has interfered with the healthcare
providers' abilty to make unbiased and neutral judgments as to the appropriate medicines to use.
As a result, the Governent Plaintifs have been haned by Amgen's conduct.
2. The Total Oncology Parter Program

100. Amgen also initiated the Total Oncology Partner program ("TOP") w~ many of the
saine hospitals that were paricipants in the Momentum II contract. The TOP program has similarly --

offered illegal ìnducements to participant hospitais in the form of rebates in two discrete ways.

101. The TOP program offers rebates to hospitals based on Amgen's Îiìcrease in product
market share at individual hospitals. If Amgen's product market share increases by 1.5 % to 9.49%
in a given quaiter, the hospital receive.." a rebate of 21.5% 011 its Aranesp purchases and a rebate of
2% to 4% on its purchases of

Neulasta and Neupogen.

102. If Amgen's quarerly product market share at the hospital is at least 79.5% or the
market share i.iicreased by 9.5% or more in the quarer, the hospital receives a rebate of 21.5% on
Aranesp and a rebate of 7% on the purchases of Neulasta and Neupogen.
103. Furer, if the hospital was a parner in both the Momentum II and TOP programs, it

is entitled to combine its rebate percentages for its eligible Neulasta and Neupogen purchases.
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104. For example, if the hospital achieves the top tier rebate percentage of 7% for
Neulasta and Neupogen under Momentu IT and the top tier rebate percentage of 8% under the
TOP program, the rebate paid by Amgen increases to 15% on the purchases of these drugs.

105. By tying together the two programs and offering increased rebates based on the level

of Amgen' s market share, this scheme has interfered with the hospitals' abilty to make unbiased
and neutral professional judgments as to the appropriate medicines to use and purchase for the care
of its patients.
106. By offerig these increased off invoice discounts and rebates based on the market

share of Aranesp and purchase volumes of Neulasta and Neupogen, Amgen has improperly induced
the hospitals to

prescribe and sell Amgen's drugs over competing drgs or alternative forms of

medical care and treatment. As a result, the Governent Plaintiffs have been harmed by Amgen's

conduct. '4,./
3. 'the DispropOltinate Share Program

107. Tn April 2004, Amgen initiated the Disproportionate Share Prognuu (Dsh). That
program is a contractually-based program directed to public hospitais, notably those PHS-eligible

public hospitals which have a disproportionate share of indigent patients. The progl'ain contains

ilegal inducements, including high off-invoice discounts designed to attract imd retain business
from these entities.

108. rfiiis two-tier progra.ïl has been offered to hospitals meeting certain criteria. If the
hospital had a 50% market share of Aranesp products for the two mont.lis prior to executing a Letter

of Commtment (LOC) and its purchases of Neulasta and Neupogen for the quarer prior to
executing the LOC was equal to or greater than 70% of its purchases for the prior year's same
quarer, it was enrolled in the Dsh Program A. If the hospital met only the Aranesp criteria, it was
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enrolled in the Program B Option. The hospital also agreed to waive any discounts, rebates or other
incentives it was receiving under any group purchasing organzation (GPO) agreement. The Dsh

program offered substantially higher off-invoice discounts off of the prevailing Wholesaler
Acquisition Price for its in-patient pharaceutical purchases as opposed to the GPO agreements.
109. If a hospital was to commt to a planed therapeutic exchange from Procrit to

Araiiesp, Amgen would waive the program enrollment requirements provided that the exchange
occured within sixty (60) days of execution of the Letter of Commtment and the hospital achieved
the 50% Aranesp market share level within sixty (60) days of paricipation in the Dsh program.
110. Hospitals in the Dsh Program A receive discounts of 38.4% to 42.25% on certain

Aranesp products; an 8% discount on certain Neupogen products, 10% on certain Neulasta products

and 3% on Epogen. The hospital remai..is eligible for these discounts as long as it meets and
maintains a 50% Aranesp market share on a monthy basi!8./a.'1d the hospital's Neupogen mid

Neulasta purchases during any given calendar quarer are greater than oi'equal to 70% of the
hospital's purchases during the prior year's same calendar quarter.

111. If the hospitai emolls in the Dsh program B option, the hospital receives the
Program A discounts 011 the Al'anesp and Epogen products, while the hospital's discounts were
reduced to 2% for its Neupogen and Neulasta pw'Ciases

112. If a Prograiu A hospital mali'1tains its Aranesp goal but fails to meet the Neulastal
Neupogen goal in any given quarer, the hospital is tra.1Jsfcrred to the Program B Discount option.

Furer, if a Program A hospital fails to maintain its Aranesp market share levels for thee (3)
consecutive months, regardless of whether it met the Neulasta/eupogen goals for the quarer
preceding the last month of Aranesp noncompliance, it is temiI-riated from the Dsh program and

realigned with its prior GPO Agreement under which it was purchasing Amgen products.
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113. If a hospital enrolled in the Program B discount plan fails to meet its Aranesp 50%

~arket share goal for thee consecutive months, it is tennated from the Dsh program and
realigned with its prior GPO Agreement under which it was purchasing Amgen products.

114. The discounts under the Dsh program have been substantially higher than those
available under standard GPO agreements. By using a "carot" (Dsh program discounts) and a
"stick" (the removal from the program if the volumes of Amgen product purchases fail to meet the

required purchasing tiers), Amgen has been able to increase their market share and revenues by
inducing hospitals to achieve and maintain high levels of purchases from Amgen.

115. More importantly, by undercutting the pricing schemes of Orto Biotech, and
waiving pre-enrollment requirements for healthcare providers using Procrit, Amgen induced
healthcare providers to switch over to Aral1esp as they received substantial price breaks on the

iil

~.i varous - Amgeii products.

116. - By offering these increased off invoice discounts based on the market share of
Aranesp tìl1d continued high purchase volumes of NeuJasta and Neupogen, AJügen has improperly

induced the hospitals to purchase and prescribe Amgen's dmgs over competing drugs or altemative
forms oî medkal care and treatment. The scheme has intertered with the healtllCal'e provider's

abilty to make tmbiased and neutral judgments as to the appropriate medicines to use. As a result,
the Govemment Plaintiffs have been hfuïned by Amgen's conduct.
B. IMPROPER P A \'1VllNTS To CONSIJLTANTS TO L'lUENCE HOSPITALS
117. Anigen has retained

paid consultants to meet with the appropriate paities at private

and public hospitals to persuade hospitals to switch to and/or increase their volume of purchases of
Amgen products. In most hospitals, the appropnate paries to speak with would be the director of
the phanacy and other senior medical staf.
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118. Amgen has determed that the directors of pharacy at large academic and
institutional hospitals are the key persons to contact because they make the critical decision as to
what drugs are put on formular. Amgen has used its paid consultaiits to meet with and discuss the
clinical and economic advantages of using Amgen products over those of its competitors.

C. IMROPER USE OF PROFESIONAL ADVISORY BOARS To INFUENCE
HOSPITALS AN OTHRS.

119. Amgen has paricipated in other activities to induce hospitals, doctors and other

healthcare providers to promote the sale of their products and/or switchig to its products at
substantially discounted prices.
120. Amgen retains so-caned Professional Advisory Boards (P ABs) that generally consist

of doctors who have favorable opinons of Amgen products. The purose of these boards is to
discuss and advocate the use of Amgen products at. semiars and other medical professional
~,,'

gatherings. Essentially, PABs were nothing more than another marketing an of Amgen and by
appearances a legitimate way to funnel money to top Amgen prescribers to maintain brand loyalty.

..~l.
1" 1

The PAB presentations are directed to medical professionals who are ambivalent

about the use of Amgen products a.-idlor who strongly prefer products of Amgen's competitors,

including, but not limted to, Orto Biotech's Procrit.
122. The P AB members extol the benefits of Amgen products and relate anecdotes oÎ
their successes with Aranesp and other Amgen pharmaceuticals. Their effOlts are geôied toward

convincing their audience to either increase their use of Amgen product or to switch over from the
use of t.lie competing products.

123. .AJI of the seminar attendees receive a stipend from Amgen and PAB members
receive a fee and parial reimbursement of their expenses from Amgen. The payment of the fees
creates an inerent confict of interest and leads to biased opinons of P AB members, as their
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presentations have favored Amgen over its competitors, yet seminar attendees were not made aware

of the financial dealings between the speakers and Amgen
124. Similarly, Amgen has had a Pharacy Advis9ry Board (PhAB), whose puiose was

to advise pharacists, paricularly those at hospitals and other large institutions, as to the economic

and clincal benefits of using Amgen products. Directors of phanacies at large hospitals were the
persons, from Amgen's perspective, as they generally controlled what drgs went on

key contact

fonnular.
D. IMROPER USE OF UNRETRICTED EDUCATIONAL GRATS To INUENCE
HOSPITALS AN OTHERS
125. In

an effort to increase its volume of sales with existing customers, namely hospitals,

Amgen has made what were known as unestricted educational grants to varous physicians,
HI

hospitals and other institutions. These grants would often be in the fonD of a sponsorship of

~,'

semiar or meeting held at existing or potential customer facilities. The sponsored speaker(s) would
discuss disease processes and stages and fuher discuss how /î..mgen products were clinically and

economicaily beneficial i.11 Lhe treatment of these diseases,

126. Although Ai'Tgen has stated in letters and odier materials related to grants of this
natue that there was no expectation of any quid pro quo, there was an implicit understanding that
the grantee wouid increase its purchases of Amgen product a.'1d/cr its spea.~ers wouìà advocate the
use of

the defendant's products to other attendees at the seminar.
127. These grai'1ts are ilegal inducements to the hospitals to change Oï switch their

prescribing a.'1d biling habits in order to create fmancial incentives for greater Amgen product use.
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E. IMPROPER USE OF PATIENT EDUCATION GRATS To INFUENCE
HOSPITALS AN OTHERS
128. il addition to the unegistered education grants, Amgen has also supplied Patient

Education Grants ("PEGs") to customers.
129. These grants have been made to various hospitals for the purchase of various

, education materials and other supplies a hospital needed to create a patient education center. These
materials have consisted, in par, of books and research materials on cancer and the various

treatments.

130. il exchange for providing fuds for these centers or rooms, the hospitals have been
expected ioincrease or maintain its purchase of Aingen pharaceutical products. This exchange
has been an implicit understanding as Amgen has been careful not to state its expectations in any
correspondence related to thÆ§~e grants.
s,,¡

13 1. These grants are ilegal inducements to the hospitals to change or switch tlieir
prescribing and biling habits in order to create fmanciai incentives for greater ,Amgen product use.

VII. AMGEN'S OFF.LAßEL MATING
132. At all th-nes relevant to this action, ,A~mgen has maintained saies and sales support
field forces thoughout the United States.
133. For fifteen (í5) years, Jil Osiecki worked in the Wisconsin and llinois region as a

professional sales representative ("PSR"). During that time, she marketed Epogen, Aranesp,
Neupo~en and Neulasta.
A. FDA

REQUIREMENTS FOR DRUG ADVERTISING A.l' LABELING INFOmdATION

134. The pharaceutical industry is highly regulated by the Food and Drug
Adminstration ("FDA").
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135. Pusuant to the Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act, 21 U.S.C. §§ 301 et seq., the FDA

strictly regulates the content of consumer and physician based advertising, direct to physician
product promotion, and drg labeling inonnation used by pharaceutical companes in promoting
and selling FDA-approved prescription drgs.

136. Under 21 C.F.R. § 202.1(k)(2), any brochures, handouts, slide shows or other such
promotional materials aimed at physicians are deemed to be "product labeling" and is regulated as
such.
137. Under relevant FDA regulations, product labeling must be pre-approved by the FDA

and confonn to very exacting requirements concerning, inter alia, drg interactions, indicated uses
fu'1d claims concerning competing products. See 21 C.F.R. § 201.57.
138. All claims made in any labeling material must be trth, canot be misleading and
:f,'l,

must represent a fair balance of the inonnation presented. ~~, ,

139. Any presentations, promotions or marketing to physicianfór
products for use other
,I
than that approved for labeling purposes by the FDA is considered "off label" marketÍiig and, thus,
is prohibited by l1DA ïegulations.

140. Any failure to fairly and accurateiy represent the required infOlmation about a
prescriptíon drug is considered misbranding and is a false and fraudulent statement as a matter of
law. See 21 D.S.C. §§ 331(a) and (b), 352(a), (f) and (n); 21 C.F.R. § 201.57.
141. Pharmaceutical promotional aiid marketÍi'1g materials and presentations lacking in
fair balance or that are otherwise false or nÜsleading violate the Food Drug and Cosmetics Act, 21

D.S.C. §§ 301 et seq., and regulations promulgated hereunder. Such violations exist where
promotional and marketing materials and presentations for an FDA approved drug:

. Minimze, understate or misrepresent the risks, contra-indications and
complications associated with that drug;
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. Overstate or misrepresent the risks, contra-indications and complications

associated with any competing drgs;
. Reference "off label" uses of the drg for which it was not an approved

indication by the FDA, or expressly or implicitly promote unapproved uses
and dosing regimens for which the drg is not indicated;

. Make comparative c1aitns about the drug that have not been demonstrated by
substantial evidence, such as comparisons with competing drgs and/or drg
indications of patient usage, wargs and safety claims including side
effects, physician preference, or
. Are otherwise false, misleading or lackig in fair balance in the presentation
of inormation about the drg being marketed or any competing drug.

B. AMGEN'S OFF.LABEL MATING SCHEME

142. Amgen curently markets Epogen, Aranesp, Neupogen, Enbrel, Kieret, and
Neulasta. The FDA has approved each of these medications only for the treatment of specific
medical conditions.

143. To expand the market penetration of these drgs, Amgen has engaged in a pattern of
!&f
'3-~¡. ;

,I

marketing each of these medications for "off-label" uses not approved by the FDA. Osiecki, as a

member of Lite Oncology BusI.ess Unit, is intimately familar with curent and recent "off-label"
promotional schemes involvli-ig Aranesp and Neulasta.

144. To effectuate iís off-label marketing program Anigen has engaged in a scheme to
make unsubstantiated representations as to the effcacy of some of its medications.

145. Amgen's off-label promotion is also an integral par of the aforementioned scheme
to promote products based upon profit or "spread." Off-iabeì usage of Aranesp and Neulasta

Lncreases the dollar volume of purchased Amgen products, fuereby increasing both discounts and
profits to customers.

146. All of Amgen's "off-label" promotional activities have constituted false and
fraudulent statements as a matter of law under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act, 21 n.s.c.
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section 331(a) and (b), 352(a) and (t) and regulations promulgated by the FDA to implement that
Act.
147. Amgen knew a.nd intended for its "off-label" promotional campaign to increase the
submission of prescriptions for Aranesp and Neulasta, and for uses for which the drgs had not been

FDA approved, including those prescriptions reimbursed by Medicare and Medicaid programs.

148. Absent Amgen's unapproved, ilegal off-label marketing and its false statements
concerng those medications, physicians would not have been led to believe it was medically

prudent or necessary to wrte so many prescriptions for Aranesp and Neulasta.

149. Amgen's off-label marketing programs have been extremely successful leading to
the submission of claL1ls to the MedicÐxe and Medicaid programs for medically unecessar and

imprudent prescriptions which otherwise would not have been paid by Medicare and Medicaid.
If:~'

1. Aranesp,:Generally

150. On or about September 17, 2001, the FDA approved Aranesp for use in the United
States for the treatment of anemia associated with chronic renal failure ("CRF"), both in patients on

dialysis and those not 011 dialysis. On or about July 17, 2002, the FDA approveà the drug for the
treatment of chemotherapy-induced anemia in patients with nonmyeloid malignancies ("CIA").

151. Araiiesp'sfDA-approved dosing regimens are disease-specific, with a
recommended starting dose in renal failure patients of .45mcg/kg body weight injected on a weekly
basis. For patients with - chemotherapy induced anemia, t.lie recommended stariiig dose is 2.25
mcgfkg administered as a weekly subcutaneous injection. Tne OI"Jy FDA-approved dosage for

Aranesp for CIA was once weekly, up until March 23,2006, when the FDA approved once every 3
week dosing for Aranesp for CIA orJy.
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152. Off-label promotional activities with Aranesp have occured and been encouraged

by Amgen management from the original approval date, contrary to the purorted "company
policy" not to engage iii off-label promotion.
153. The varous Aranesp off-label promotional schemes engaged in by Amgen include:
. Promotion of varous off-label dosing schemes, including once every two

weeks (Q2W), once every 3 weeks (Q3W) and monthy dosing in oncology

patients. Also, Q2W and once per month dosing in renal patients;
e Promotion of use of Aranesp in the Anemia of Cancer (AOC), also referred

to as the Anemia of Malignancy; and,
the use of Aranesp in Myelodysplastic Syndrome, or MDS.
. Promotion of
154. Amgen's support for promotion of these off-label indications has included traing

materials and presentations on both a national and regional level, provision of a "proof source" book

with abstracts and posters, representative "personal selling binders" composed of FDA approved
literatue commgled with personally selected, and sometimes personally produced, selflmg

:-v
materials, and

non-branded discussion aides to discuss a non-indicated disease state (AGC).

155. Additional support has included the activities of the Governeiit Economic

Managers who were actively lobbying tv'Iedicare Carriers and Fiscal Intermediaries to cover the
varous off-label indications and schemes, as physicians would not prescribe medications that would
110t be reimbursed.

i. Off-label Marketing of AranetJp for Anemia of Cancer
156. DurI."1g 2003 and 2004, Aran.esp was at a competitive disadvantage in the area of

insurance coverage to Procrit(ß, the more established and well-known anemia product marketed by

Johnson and Johnson by and through its subsidiary, Ortho Biotech. lrocrit(I was covered by
Medicare and Medicaid fur a number of uses that those programs did not cover for Aranesp. To
utilize the spread marketing strategy, coverage of Aranesp by Medicare, Medicaid and other third
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pary payors was a key competitive factor because any use of a drg that was ineligible for
reimbursement would greatly reduce the profitabilty of that drg for physicians.
157. The pricing contracts for the purchase of Aranesp or Procrit were strctued on a

market share basis so that customers had to purchase a mium dollar figure of the contracted
product to achieve and/or maximze price concessions, which had the net effect of precluding
purchase of the competitive product. Amgen sought to prevent Aranesp-Ioyal customers from

purchasing ProcritCI for use for conditions that Medicare and Medicaid covered for ProcritCI but

would not be covered for Aranesp.

158. Among the off-label uses for ProcritCI that was covered by Medicare was the

"Anemia of Chronic Disease." According to Osiecki's customers, as well as competitive
inormation provided to Amgen by their sales force, the biling code for Anemia of Chronic Disease
:f~)

was promoted b)&Orto Biotech as a catch-all for circumstances that would not be otherwise
covered by Medicare. Many customers did not want to purchase two anemia products, and simply

continued to purchase Procrit.(I as their only anemia product because of its comparably more
attractive insurance coverage.
159, To gain market slHu'e from Procrit, beginning Ìiî 2003, Relator Osiecki leamed of a

new strategy to promote Aranesp off-label for a use known in Amgen vernacular as "Anemia of

Cancer."
160. Accordil1g to PJngen-taught continuing medical education seminars, the disease of

cancer causes anerrua by producing an "anemia-inducing substance." This substance makes anemia

very prevalent - in many types of cancer regardless of whether cancer patients undergo
chemotherapy, and causes the correction of a.iemia in cancer patients to be more difficult than in
other types of patients.
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161. In the intense competitive environment fostered by Amgen upper management,

Amgen Sales and Marketing were expected to captue greater than 50% of the market share for

Aranesp, relative to Procrit. Achieving 50% of the market share was the personal goal of Amgen

CEO, Kevin Sharer. To attain that goal, Amgen had to overcome the reimbursement advantage
held by Procrit.
162. Notably, Procrit\I has been marketed for chemotherapy-induced anemia since 1993.

Over the course of its product life, many studies had been done on Procrit(I in non-chemotherapy
treatment settings. In previously documented studies among anemic cancer patients in the absence

of chemotherapy, Procrit(I was proven to not be effective as Procrit(I patients did worse than the
placebo patients. fu a

review in the Jou.-nal of the American Medical Association by Dr. Charles

Bennett, (JAMA, February 27, 2008-Volume 299, No.8), it is noted that in 2003, two trals were
:1''i'

published that demonstrated poorer surival for patients treateCkith Procrit(I and chemotherapy or

radiation therapy. In November of 2003, Johnson and Johnson halted the remaining four trials of
Procrit whic~h it was funding for the purose of expanding the FDA's approved uses of Procrit in
cancer patients. J &J stopped the studies because of the incidence of unexpected levels of blood

clotting when compared to placebo, as addressed il the New York Times artide dated November
27,2003, Drug Company Halts Trials of Procrit(lJ,

163. Amgen marketing did not want to try to simply replicate the coverage of Procrit(I by

attempting to gain Medicare coverage of Anemia of Chronic Disease because of tilie potential
competitive factors mentíoned above. Hence, - the apparent issues demonstrated by clinical data oÍ

Procrit used to treat anemia of cancer provided Amgen with an opportunty to gain market share
from Procrit, albeit for an untested, off-label usc.
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164. Medicare, Medicaid and other governent-fuded healthcare programs cover drgs

for FDA-approved indications. Obtaing a FDA indication, however, is a long and expensive
process. Therefore, it was explained to Osiecki and her fellow sales representatives by Amgen
management at a National Sales Meeting that Amgen had launched a campaign to procure Medicare

coverage for Anemia of Cancer pursuant to the Rockefeller-Levin bil, which expanded Medicare
coverage of anticancer therapies. Pusuant to that statute, which was par of the Omnibus

Reconcilation Act of 1993 (OBRA 93), Medicare allows for coverage of off-label uses of
anticancer chemotherapeutic regimens if they are "supported by" a citation in at least one of the

following compendia: American Hospital Formular Service Drug Inormation (AHS DI) or
UiÜted States Pha.'1acopoeia Drug Information (USPDI) or are supported by peer-reviewed articles

in certain journals outlined by Medicare. The law governg Medicare reimbursement of
in'~

tl1 prescnption drgs

also allows for coverage of off-label uses under the same circumstances, Le.,ij

medically accepted indications.
165. However, "supported by" does not mean that Medicare wil pay for a.ll off-label use

simply because it appears in one of the aforementioned compendia. Rather, eMS wil only pay for
medicailyaccepted indications, which are uses that are supporte.d by the compendia; accordingly,

Medicare has the discretion afforded by the statutory schematic to detennine whether the medical
study or studies ti"1at Íorm the basis for purorted compendia "support" are sufficient to deem die
off-label use reasonable and necessar.

166. Despite the aforementioned statutes that aliows for coverage of off-label uses in

certain limited circumstances, drg manufactuers are and have been at all times relevant to this
complaiiìt legally prohibited from proactively marketing off-label uses of their drgs.
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167. In November 2003, Amgen invited customers from "Oncology of Wisconsin"
("OOW") to visit Amgen's headquarers in what was an all-expense paid promotional event titled,

"Day at Amgen," Amgen paid for travel from Milwaukee, Wisconsin to Amgen headquarers in
Thousand Oaks, California as well as incidental expenses.
168. According to Dudley Blan, RPh, the Pharacy Director for OOW who attended

this meeting; Amgendiscussed early scientifc and marketing data regarding Anemia of Cancer widi

the OOW physicians, pharacists, and research and business management during the course of the

"Day at Amgen." Blan reported that Amgen estimated that the Anemia of Cancer market was
thee times as large as the market for CIA. Accordingly, Amgen endeavored to convince insurers-

priary governent-fuded health care plans - to cover only Aranesp for Anemia of Cancer and,
therefore, gain a huge competitive advantage over Procrit, regardless of the ilegality if such conduct
1111

and the risk to patients from promoting _esp for this unproven and untested use.

169. Blan's estimation of the size of the Anemia of Cancer market is confired by
Amgen sales representative Joh.ri Hendricks's email to the Osiecki, Osiecki's manager Lisa
Croissant and Amgen Corporate Accounts Manager Steve KoJ.witz dated September 3, 2003. TIie
email discussed an "updated version of (Hendrick's) discount / rebate analysis... for Oncology

Alliance:' Attached was a spreadsheet setting foith Hendrick's projections for Aranesp and
Neulasta business. Tne projected Al'anesp purchase for Oncology Allance for the year amounted to

$5,000,0000; however, Hendricks emphasized that "rt)he fuîemia of cancer reimbursement has the
potential of adding $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 ofProcrit business to our ,Aranesp base."

170. On November 16, 2003, the results of a small pilot stuày conducted by Amgen were

published in abstract fOlm for ti-e American Society of Hematology ("ASH") meeting, which

occun-ed in December of that year. The study was authored by Cham, and it was titled "Abstract
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1816 Every 2-Week (Q2W) Dosing of Darbepoetin Alpha in Patients with
Anemia of Cancer (AGC): hiteri Analysis of a Randomized Controlled Study." Amgen

marketing explained that they expected that the stronger bioactivity of Aranesp relative to Procrit(I
would convey a greater effect.
171. The Cham abstract became the cornerstone of Amgen's AGC marketing campaign,
ilegitimate

and it became the

"support" for the AGC listing in the USPDI, as is alleged infra, and in

tu the basis for Medicare coverage of Aranesp for Anemia of Cancer. Specifically, Amgen

approached the publishers of USPDI to request inclusion of Anemia of Cancer as a recommended

use. The publishers of USPDI agreed to include Anemia of Cancer on or about November 2003.
As a quid

Compendium

pro quo, Amgen purchased himdreds of thousands of copies of the reprint of the USPDI

listing for distribution to approximately 8,000 U.S. Oncologists. Amgen's improper
ff'¡,
"

conduct that resulted in obtaing the medically bogus Anemia of Cancer listing in~e USPDI is
described infra.

172. On the heels of the USPDI's listing of AOe as a "supported" Aranesp off-label use,

Amgen Sales and Marketing fomially iolled out the new promotional program for Anemia of
Cancer at Amgen's National Sales meeting in December 2003. Amgen's sllles nationwide strategy

to gain off-label prescriptions in the AGe market was laid out in the meeting preparation binùer

disseminated to the oncology sales force prior to the meeting. The aini of the program was to
initiate a discussion to irJonn physicians of Anemia of Cancer as a disease state and, then, "in
response to unsolicited questions," to offer irJormation on the use of Aranesp in treating Anemia of

Ca.'1cer. Whle in printed materials Amgen phrased the marketing as a reactive, in reality, Amgen
made clear to sales representatives that t:i-ey were expected to proactively market Aranesp for AOC.
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173. Despite USPDI deemig Aranesp "accepted" for Anemia of Cancer (despite lackig

legitimate medical support for this listing), Medicare did not automatically cover this off-label use.

USPDI acceptance was only the first prong of the two prong effort to gain Medicare coverage of

Aranesp for AOC. The second prong involved Amgen inuencing Local Medicare Cariers to
cover Aranesp for Anemia of Cancer.
174. If physicians asked about insurance coverage for Aranesp prescribed to treat A.riemia

of Cancer, Amgen sales representatives, including Relator Osiecki, were directed to ask the
physicians to write to the local medical review board for Medicare and request coverage of Anemia

of Cancer. Amgen sales representatives were directed to explain that Medicare would agree to
cover off-label uses when requested by local physicians. Representatives were trained in the

provisions of û1.e Rockefeller-Levin legislation that allowed for Medicare reimbursement of offin,

label uses of Oncw.øgy drgs.

175. Amgen provided sales representatives with contact inormation for the state

representatives and the advisory c.ommittee members for each Medicare Carier to distribute to
oncologists who agreed to write a supporting letter. They have been provided with extra copies of
the USPDI so that the physicians could refer to the USPDI Compendium entry addressing Anemia

of Cancer in preparing their letter to the Medical Director and enclose the entry therewith. They
have also been given prototype letters of request to provide to oncologists to expedite and faciltate
the subniission of letters of request.

176. In fact, Amgen representatives and GEMs were actively involved in developing
"advocacy" campaigns among Oncologìsts to prompt them to reqüest additional; coverage from

Medicare for AOe, among other off-label uses including Anemia of :MS, discussed infra.
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177. All representatives who have succeeded in having a letter written to the Carer

Medical Director had their "accomplishment" anounced to their distrct via voicemail and passed
to the Regional Director for a message of commendation. Representatives were asked to get copies

of letters sent by their physicians to the Medical Directors so that they could be used to support a
positive achievement in the representatives' performance review.
178. Amgen bestowed an additional responsibilty upon those representatives who called

on CAC (Carier Advisory Committee) members - to solicit their CAC members to support
Medicare reimbursement for Anemia of Cancer with the local Carier Medical Director.
179. Relator Osiecki and her parer, John Hendricks, were assigned to CAC member
Wiliam Mattheus, ~.., a physician associated with Oncology of Wisconsin (whose name was later

changed to Oncology Alliance). John Hendricks aranged for his personal frend, Dudley Blaiik,

RPh to request Dr. Mattheus to write a letter in favor of covera~'of Anemia of Cancer for Aranesp.

According to Hendrcks and Blaik, Dr, Mattheus did, in fact, write a letter of request to the Medical
Director at Wisconsin Physicians Services, the Carer for Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and

Michigan.
180. According to Hendricks, Blank informed Dr. Mattheus and the Oncology Aliaiice
Management Committee of the additional profit LÍ1at could be expected by their practice if Medicare
allowed coverage for Änemia of Cancer. According to Blank, the additional aiinual profit could be

in excess of $1 millon dollars Íor the practice.
181. Amgen representatives were constantly inormed via voicemail and email of the

progress in attaining Medicare coverage for Anemia of Cancer by the various Medicare Cariers.
Amgen Governent Economics Manageïs (GEM) actively called Medical Directors for the various

Medicare Cariers, as well as all CAC members. Updates were required of each representative,
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GEM, and each Distrct Manager on progress made with all Medical Directors, CAC members and

any local physicians who agreed to write letters of request for coverage. Amgen provided reports
on a weekly

basis via email in the fonn of a grid that contained the Carer status information fOï the

entire nation. GEMs were required to maintain and update this data on a continual basis. GEMs
also reported to the Distrct Managers for each state afected by their assigned Fiscal Intermediary.
182. 'WPS,

a prominent Medicare Canier in Osiecki's terrtory, changed their coverage

guidelines to include coverage for Anemia of Cancer in 2005. Unfortately for Amgen, Procrit
and Aranesp were treated equally in the new WPS coverage guidelines. Nonetheless, Amgen was
generally pleased because Procrits(B reimbursement advantage had been elimated.

-183. Osiecki-made consensual recordings at several meetings that evidence this scheme to
inuence improperly Medicare coverage of Aranesp for Anemia of Cancer, including a Distrct
!,,;
tui Meeting in Mineapolis durg

the early par of 2005. At ths meeting, Lisa Dun, the GEM -¡i

assigned toWisconsin~uid \VPS, reported on the progress of obtaing reimbursement coverage for
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proceeded to boast to the district meeting participants about the Miiuiesota CAe member to whom
she had provided a $10,000 grant.
184. The unestricted educationai grant was given to a pet project of the CÁC member.

GEM Dun conveyed her belief Ii1.at she had gained his cooperation in supporting Amgen's
reimbursement goals in exchange for providing this substantial unestricted grant.

185. At the same meetíng, representatives were asked to report their most successful sales

promotional tool. According to Executíve Professional Representative Hendricks. his most useful

tool was the newly-revised WPS Coverage Guidelines (although use of guidelines, as an
unapproved Amgen-approved marketing document, was in violation of the law) because it
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specifically mentioned the anemia of malignancy as a covered use for Aranesp. He used the

Medicare Coverage Document as his sales tool to demonstrate to physicians that Aranesp prescribed

for Anemia of Cancer was now eligible for reimbursement. Other representatives agreed that they
were also using the coverage document, called the LCD (Local Coverage Decision).
186. Copies of

the LCD were generally shared among the representatives, via fax and via

email. Osiecki - and others also leared how obtai copies of the docuinent from the WPS website.

Osiecki was thaned by her District Manager, Lisa Croissant, for sharg this piece of helpful
inormation. Another professional Sales Representative in Osiecki's district, Jim Adair, was
appointed as the distrct reimbursement expert. Representatives were directed to Adair for
clarcation ofpoiicies and for copies of updated documents. Adair was assigned to maintain

curent records of the LeDs for the distrct and to provide them as requested.
i

187. By 2005, Medicare C~ers had unifomùy changed their guidelines to cover
Aranesp when prescribed for Anemia of Cancer. Most cariers had also I.-ic1uded Procrit(s in the
updated usage guidelines so that reimbursement parity bet.ween Araiiesp and Procrit(g was almost

universal across all of the states. At the nud-year national sales meeting Osiecki attended in San
Diego, CA, the Vice President of ()ncology Marketing; Cynthia Schw~lm, congratuiated the sales
force as a whole on the attainment of universal Medicare coverage for Anemia of Cancer.

i 88. Once Amgen procured Medicare coverage for AOe, Amgen provided
representatives wit.ii the Medicare Lens to use in "educating" L1eIr customers on the cha.-iges in
reimbursement. This "education" was a key to expanding usage oÎ Aranesp in the AGe market.
189. An example of Amgen's management-endorsed AOC marketing message was

circulated by Iowa team Manager Julie Brown to the Amgen "Management Team," (i.e. other
Amgen District Managers, including Lisa Croissant) on Januar 15,2004. The messaging directed
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the sales representative to "show the USPDI lamate" and then to deliver the following proactive
pitch: "Doctor I have great news to share with your regarding a new indication with Aranesp for
anemia associated with malignancy. As you can see the dose is (sic) 200 mcq q 2wks for anemia of
malignancy.. ..This compendia listing is based on a study done by Dr. Cham that was just presented

at ASH."
190.

Croissant passed ths message along to Osiecki's team on the same day, with the

message, "in case you are interested in how the Iowa team is crafing/presenting their message.
FYI,lc." If Amgen did not expect sales representatives to proactively market Aranesp for AOC,
they would not be circulating such proactive marketing messages to the field.
191. In addition to the December 2003 Sales Meeting preparation binder, Amgen

provided other sales training materials and marketing materials that supported the AGe off-label
marketing campaign. For example, soon afer the roll out of the AGC marketing calaign, sales

representatives were given an Aranesp Audio Traing CD titled Hematology Hotline, OBU
Semester 1,2004. This training CD provided detailed information about how to mai-:ket Arari,esp for

AOC using the Chani data presented at ASH; how to promote Aranesp 200 mcg Q2W for CIA

patients using the Schwaitzberg study and Araiiesp 300 mcg QJW dosing using the Reardon
Abstract and poster presented at ASH in 2003.
192. The addition of the Anemia of Cancer as a covered off-label indication for Aranesp,
and the achievement of reimbursement parity for Arancsp on a nationwide basis allowed PJngeii to
enhance the success of their marketing the spread schemes. Expanded Medicare coverage

continued to be a potent sellÜig tool in all contract negotiations.
193. Aiï1gen used promotion by its sales force and GEMs to exploit the loophole for off-

label reimbursement provided by the Rockefeller-Levin statute and the Medicare reimbursement
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regulations. The Rockefeller-Levin statute was intended to allow curently diagnosed cancer

patients to benefit from peer reviewed published clinical trials describing successful use of anticancer medications for uses that might not yet be FDA-approved, rather than requirng the lengty
wait for FDA-approval for this category of patients for whom time was of the essence.

194. While the intent of the statute was to inspire hope for a cure for cancer to curentlydiagnosed cancer patients, Amgen endeavored to exploit this law to increase dramatically sales of a

non-curative, supportive therapy. hi sum, Amgen ilegally used personal promotion of an off-label

use, purchased inuence with the USPDI, and substituted a small pilot clincal tral which was
published only in abstract fonn for the intended peer reviewed clincal tral.
195. Amgen garered the cooperation of the physicia.n commurity in seeki..ig Lens
covering Aranesp for AGe because of the enonnous profits that physicians could gain with
expanded usage otie anemia products.

196. The megablockbuster Aranesp sales for 2003 though 2006, no doubt largeiy fueled
by off.label promotion

and off-label claims paid by governent-funded healthcare programs are as

follows:
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197. During 2005 and 2006, Amgen's sales of Aranesp increased by $1.65 bìlion, largely
on increased usage of Aranesp in the expanded reimbursement environment. Medicare covers

approximately half of all cancer patients in the U.S. With Medicare reimbursements being
substantially higher than the actual sales price of Aranesp, Medicare paid approximately $825

mìlion more than would have been required absent the ilegal off-label promotion of Aranesp.
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198. The inerent danger to patients when pharaceutical companies engage in short cuts

to circumvent the FDA-approval process and simply market their drgs off-label without the time
and expense required to obtain FDA-approval became clear with regard to Aranesp in Jaiiuar 2007.

199. On Januar 25, 2007, Amgen anounced the results of a large scale, placebo-

controlled trial of Aranesp in the Anemia of Cancer. Amgen's apparent purose in conducting this
study was to substantiate Aranesp's safety and efficacy in the off-label AOC use and for the purose

of applying for an FDA indication for the Anemia of Cancer.

200. This trial was a Phase 3, double blind placebo controlled trial, which is the gold
standard for all drug trials. In addition, ths trial involved a suffcient number of paricipant patients

to confrm statisticaily' a diference between the treatment and t.lie control groups with regard to
outcomes.

201. Amgen was forced to reveal that the results o~e trial showed that Aranesp was
Lrieffectivein treating AOC. Even worse, however, the trial showed a statistically signifcant

increase iii the rate of death of patients treated with Aranesp relative to pl.acebo when used to
treat anemia of amcel'.

202. TIiis trial - whiih Amgen inesponsibly failed to conduct prior to launching its offlabel AGe marketing campaign for its megablockbuster drug - also proved that for years while
i\mgen's profits were increasing dramatically due to ArfuîCSp sales derived from AOe prescriptions
that A.1'Tgen's marketing caused to be written, the lives of patients with caiicer were placed Íiî even

more grave danger than that posed by t.1ie disease itself. Amgen's own study further proved that the

results of the sman pilot study Amgen used to petition for USPDI acceptance of Anemia of Cancer

to SUppOlt the off-label promotional activities that led to Medicare coverage were bogus a.nd that
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Medicare would not have covered any Anemia of Cancer prescriptions had the trth about
Aranesp's danger to patients been known.
203. In response, in 2007, the FDA posted an alert on Med\Vatch, its safety inormation

and adverse-event reporting program. The alert identifed the study and flagged the increased risk of
death and the product's ineffectiveness in reducing red blood cell transfusions and adds that it failed
to reduce

fatigue as well. Then, beging on or about March 9, 2007, the FDA issued a series of

black box warings for Aranesp when used in kidney and cancer patients. The Black Box
waining is the most serious waring available on a drug's labeL.

204. The first black box wared of increased risk of death, of serious cardiovascular or

thomboembolíc events, and more rapid tumor progressions. The new warings cautioned
physicians to administer the lowest dose possible in order to bring red blood cell counts to the
,a.oI lowest level necessary to avoid blood transfusions.

205. On July 30, 2007, CMS issued a National Coverage Decision that tnimped all
LCDs aìlowing for coverage of Aranesp when prescribed for AOC, due to the dangers of the
drug that were just coming to light. Further, eMS imposed strict rules on dosing and length of
treatment, among other things, even when the dmg was prescribed on-labeL.

206. In March 2008, the black box was expanded among other things to claïify that
Aranesp, when used for cancer patients, should only be used on label, Le., for chemotherapyinduced anemia.

207. Concerns that, rat.1ier t.1ian helping patients, Aranesp can increase the risk of tumor

growt and shorten surival - in patients with cancer, and increase the risk of hear attack, hear
failure, stroke, and blood clots in other patients, led the FDA to impose a Risk Evaluation and
Mitigation Strategy on Amgen for Aranesp in February 2010.
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208. On March 3,2007, Relator Osiecki spoke to a former customer, Julie Groninger, RN

at a local oncology fudraiser titled, "The Lombardi Award of Excellence." Groniger was in
charge of purchasing oncology products for a local oncology practice, Medical Consultants, Inc.
Osiecki inquired if Groniger had seen any of her fonner colleagues at Amgen lately, and

Groninger reported that Amgen sales representative Hendrcks had made several visits since the
anouncement regarding the Anemia of Cancer clincal tral.
209. Osiecki asked how Amgen was handling this news about Aranesp, and Groniger

stated that she had been told by Amgen that the negative trial was flawed in that the FDA had
required Amgen to include "end stage" cancer patients, i.e., the sickest of all oncology patients. She
furtJier stated t.-iat Amgen-had told her that Medicare had not yet changed its coverage guidelines
and was stil

paying for Aranesp in Anemia of Cancer. Therefore, according to Hendricks, Medical

Consultants could continue to use the pmuct for Anemia of Cancer. According to this account,
Amgen flagrantly disregarded the safety issues that were found in the large placebo-controlled tral,
and continued its off-label promotion of Anemia of Cancer, despite the higher death rates shown in
Amgen's own phase 3 clinical triaL.

210. By engaging in the ilegal off-label pro,rrotion of Anemia of Cal1cer with the intel1t

of gaing Medícare coverage in the absence of an ,FDA indication, Amgen profited greatly at the
expense of patients who were treated with an unsafe and unpmven medical Llierapy. Amgen has

aiso profited at the expense of the Governnient Piaintiffs though governent-funded heaithcare

programs. Amgen has even profited by the off-label use of Procrit(I in Anemia of Cancer, as
Amgen seils the raw material to Orto Biotech for sale as Procrit(ß and is then paid a royalty for
each vial of Procrit(I sold.
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ii. Amgen's Improper Efforts to Procure Coverage for AOC
211. Because Amgen knew that the off-label uses for which it was promoting its drgs

were not eligible for reimbursement under government-fuded health care programs, including

Medicaid, Medicare, Medicare Par D, Tri-Care/CHAUS, ChampV A and others as described
herein, in fuerance of its "spread" and off-label marketing programs, Amgen engaged in an active

campaign to: A) Gain compendia "support" for use of Aranesp for Anemia of Cancer when such
"support" was not medically waranted and B) target providers that purchase and prescribe Amgen
drgs to lobby for reimbursement of off-label uses of Amgen products to the Center for Medicare

and Medicaid Services and local Medicare Carers.

212. The general restnctions on reimbursem.ent of prescription drugs by govemmentfùldedhealthcare programs is set fort supra. However, Congress has provided that local Medicare

Medical Directors can approve reimbursement of off-label uses where the product carmhe shown to
be safe a.'id effective by independent, peer reviewed literatue.
use of a prescription drug violates FDA

213. A dmg company's promotion of an off-label

promotional regulations and it also constitutes misbranding. The use of personaL. promotion to

influence Medicare Can-iers anò Fiscal Iriteiinediaries to expand coverage to include off-label

indications bestowed a huge financial benefit on Amgen by allowing the company to avoid the
lengtJiy im,d incredibly costly process of seeking approval of new uses.

214. By convincing customers to lobby for government reimbursement, Anigen is aware
that physicians wil be unencumbered by the rinancial constraints of lack of reimbursement, and be
free to increase prescriptions for the unapproved use. An example of this promotional scheme

occured in November and December of 2003 regarding the product p...anesp and the unapproved
indication of Anemia of Cancer. During that time, Amgen pursued a strategy whereby they applied
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for inclusion of the Anemia of Cancer indication by USPDI (a division of Thomson Micromedex).

Despite the lack of any published clinical trials on Aranesp use on Anemia of Cancer, USPDI
designated Anemia of Cancer as "accepted" in November of 2003. On December 6, 2003, a single

abstract (author Cham, et al) was presented at the American Society of Hematology ("ASH"), and

published in the ASH joural, Blood. On December 9-12, Amgen representatives paricipated in a
National Sales Meeting at La Mirage in Las Vegas, Nevada. hi preparation for the National Sales
Meeting and at the meeting itself, Amgen representatives were educated in Anemia of Cancer and
the Cham data. Representatives were required to be "certified" in the presentation of the Cham

data, and were provided copies of the Cham ASH poster and abstract for inclusion in their "proof

source" book. They were, also provided with a "non-branded disease state" detail piece that
discussed the incidence and featues of Anemia of Cancer. Amgen directed its sales force to use
this eàucational Sl? piece proactively with customers

215. Amgen representatives were instrcted to use the non-branded Anemia of Cancer
detail piece to initiate a discussion of the Anerrla of Ca.ncer disease state with the customer and,
when presented with an "unsolicited question" from the customer regarding the use of Aranesp in

An.emia of Caneer (absolutely an expected question), to use the ChanJ data to demonstrate the
effectiveness and benefits of Aranesp iii this patient population. Representatives were also

liïstructed to inorm physicians that Aranesp was compendimn listed for Anemia of Cancci, to

provide copies of the USP-DI compendium listing and to ask tlie physician to contact the local
Medicare Medicai Director to ask for Medicare coverage of Aranesp. Representatives were

provided with contact inormation for their respective Medicare Medical Directors so that they

could facilitate physicians in making such requests to Medicare. By 2005, most Medicare
contractors had begu to provide coverage for Anemia of Cancer.
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216. By expanding the reimbursement coverage for Aranesp in this way, the market for

this class of drgs increased dramatically. A conservative estimate indicates a potential one-thd
increase in usage of the product. Because the market for this drg class results in anual U.S. sales

exceeding $3 billon dollars, most of which is covered by Medicare and Governent payment
programs, this increase in coverage wil result in signficant additional expenditues by Medicare,
based upon a very small theshold of proof.
217. Relator Osiecki is in possession of documents that she received in conjunction with

the National Sales meeting in Las Vegas, including the Sales Training binder, the Semester
"Playbook" (marketing instrctions), the Proof-Source book, and memos from sales members
referring to their plans to promote usage of Anmesp in Anemia of Cancer. Relator Osiecki also
possesses documents such as a "Talkg Points" memo, which explains how to assist physicians to
request coverage of Anemia of Cancer by their local Medicare l'&Jdical Directors.

218. Defendants have marketed Aranesp -, and Enbrel and other Aingen drgs - in ways
that compromised physicia.'1s' independent rnedieal judgment and threatened patient safety through

use of kickbacks and off-label promotion.
iii. Off-label Promotion for iYlDS

219. Myelodysplastic Syndromes (MDS), also k.iiown as pre-leukemia or "smoldering"
leukemia, encompass a group of disorders in which the bone mCl-row does not produce enougi-i

biood ~ells. MDS causes abnormal blood COUiits or poorly fuctioning blood cells. Approximateìy
90% of the time, patients with MDS present with anemia.
220. As of 2005, approximately 21,000 new cases of:MS were diagnosed each year in

the United States. MDS is most prevalent patients over the age of 60.
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221. MDS can tur into a fast-growing cancer of bone marow cells called acute myeloid
leukemia. This happens in about 1 out of 3 people with MDS. Now that doctors have leared more
about MDS, it is considered to be a form of cancer.
222. As of 2005, there were no recombinant eryopoietic products approved by the

FDA for the treatment of anemia in MDS patients. The lack of on-label treatment for anemia of

MDS rendered it ripe for off-label promotion for Aranesp to gain additional market share over
Procrit.
223. Amgen's marketing of Aranesp for anemia of MDA commenced almost

immediately following the FDA's approval of Aranesp for CIA. For example, below is an email
exchange between Osiecki and her former District Manager Julie Brown on June 13 and 14,2002:

c1

Julie, I called professional services and they stated that there are no published
trials in MDS, only BPO, as below. While we don't really have anything to offer
Dr. Blake, I am going to talk to Bryan Tucker at Aurora today, and among other
topics, I wil propose an Aranesp MDS trial with Dr. Hanson as the PI. Dr.

Hanson expressed a great deal of interest in MDS research at our meeting
yesterday. There may be an opportunity for other Aurora practices in the Metro
Region and in the Central and North regions (Tom a's area) to participate. Vle'll
see how this idea goes over. I have called Professional Services, and they are

getting me a name for Dr. Hanson or Bryan Tucker to call. MDS is a good
market opportwlity, because the treatment course is prolonged, and the doses are
higher. It is off-label however, so we would have to provide d11g fo!' the study.

The quicker we get data on Hiis disease state, the quicker the reimbursement
issues wil be overcome,
J'l1
111

-----Original Message----From: Brown, Julie
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2002 2:28 PM.

To: Osiecki, Jil
Cc: Burgeson, Kelly
Subject: FW: A.l1emia Intellgence Weekly

Hi Jil,
Regarding your question on MDS. There is a reference below on an arical (sic)
that may be helpful with your physician wanting to use Aranesp in this patient
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type. He mayor may not have seen this but I thin it would be a great follow up
with him. Hope it's helpfuL.

224. Amgen management and GEMs worked dilgently to fuer the Anemia of MDS
marketing efforts for Aranesp. For example, on July 8, 2003, Osiecki's manager Lisa Croissant had

the following exchange via email with GEM Lisa Dun:

From: Dun, Lisa
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2003 9:37 AM

To: Croissant, Lisa
Cc: Donovan, Timothy; Andes, Eugene; Dun, Lisa

Subject: MDS Follow-up

Hi Lisa,
In follow-up to our meeting in Minneapolis about WPS coverage of rvros, thans to

you and your team for the time and attention.
Congratulations to your team!

The success of your selling efforts is clearly demonstrated by the voice of physicians
who want to use Aranesp wherev:.:;r they use EPO.
c1J

Since our m.eeting I have exchanged additional inormation with Gene Andes,
Medical Afairs.

First and most important your message has been heard!
It is my understanding tliat a ivrns has been brought to the attention of the decision
makers to look at priorities and get a dialogue going.
Regarding Anenúa of Cancer in the Compendia, it sounds like July would be the
earliest time frame, and it may happen later.
Once listed, it wil take tÏiïle for pull-though activities aiid coverage.

In the mean time, I would like to suggest the following process to your tea.1J
members who have physicians who are vOCaliZliïg ti1ieir desire to use Atanesp in

MDS:
-Refer physicians to Professional Services for infoffiaiion on MDS and Aranesp
-Refer physicians to WPS' EPO/Aranesp LMR for guidelines on the use ofEPO in
MDS
.Encourage the physician to contact Kathleen Brooks, WPS Ca.rrier Medicai

Director iii Minnesota and the eMD involved in writing the EPO/ Aranesp LMR
. If the physicians choose to contact Dr. Brooks, they should be prepared to share the
following:
-Who they are, and their expertise in treating MDS patients
-That their MDS patients are responding to EPO within the guidelines of the LMR
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eThe reasons Aranesp would be advantageous over Procrit in these patients

they can use Aranesp in these patients, and get reimbursed
elf so, what is the process
eAsk Dr. Brooks if

The following cautions should be kept in mid:
.Use ths process sparingly, and
ewith a

high level of confdence that the physicians wil interact appropriately with

the CMD
e Avoid jeopardizing our likelihood of Anemia of Cancer
if the physicians follow the above process ask them to let you know the following:
ewho did they contact
ewhen
ewhat did they share
ewhat was the response

This inormation wil be very helpful in understanding ths process and for use in
future inquires.

I would also suggest that for those PSRs who do have physicians with whom they
plan to share these suggestions that we have a live conversation first to talk about the
process and agree that the physician is appropriate for sharg this inonnatian. At

that time I can share contact inormation for the CMD. v'€h'
Finally, I am pla.nng to work with John Hughes to meet with Dr. Londer. I am
also interested _ in visiting a couple of t.lie hematologists who have aggregates of
MDS patients that they Woot to treat wiû1. Aranesp. It would be helpful prior to
those visits to have the names of the physicians so that we can internaliy investigate

their involvement in Amgen trials and if they are an Allgen investigator, or do they
want to be. Our goal L.'1 these meetings would be to u.'1derstand what critena they are
using for diagnosis, what doses they

are seeing, and how this compares to the WPS

guidelines for BPO in MDS.

After your review of these suggestions, let's talk live about next steps.
225. On July i8, 2003, Croissant shared the foregoing information with her Wisconsin

team, including Osiecki.

226. Lisa Dun routinely communcated with Lisa Croissant and Osiecki's team
concerning Lens for coverage of Aranesp in wilS, as well as other oîf-label uses (including AOe)

and off-label dosing regimens. For example, on July 30, 2004, Dun circulated "MDS Talkiig
Points" for use in discussions with physicians regarding MDS coverage.
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227. Simlarly, on March 10, 2005, Lisa Dun circulated to the members of Osiecki's
Distrct revised WPS guidelines that provided for coverage of MDS effective as of Januar 1, 2005.

The revised guidelines also provided for coverage of AOC.

228. Dun's email contained her "suggest(ion)" that "you and your team use these
documents as 'bag pieces' to review with customers rather than as 'leave behids'.
And, encourage
,

providers to access the LCD and coding guidelines on the WPS website at
http://wpsic.com/medicare/policies/wisconsinini23.shtm(.)'
229. In addition, Amgen's Director of Medical Afairs Lyndah Dreiling, MD, authored a

slide deck titled "Treatment of Anemia in Myelodysplastic Syndrome" in or about August 2003 for
use in conjunction with a journal club. Ths slide show was stil in circulation as of Januar 30,

2004, when Croissant circulated it to her team via an email containg the acknowledgement that
V("-'

"MDS has beenifwtopic of conversation across our customer base." Regional Manager Tom
Kennedy providêd the slideshow to Croissant.
( j

230. Moreover, Osiecki was present. for multiple District, Regional and National
Meetings where promotion of Aranesp for anemia in rvins pat.ients was discussed. For example,
during the March 9, 2005 District Meetliig in Minneapolis, Mh'1esota, Osi.ecki's team discussed at
length which study each team member was using to promote Araiîesp for MDS (the favored study

was a study by Patton titled Effectiveness of d.orbepoetin alfa 200 nicg eveiy 2 weeks (Q2W)for the

treatment of anemia in myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), which pu.rported to establish effcacy of

Aranesp when used for anemia of rvms when dosed at 200 mcg Q2W, as well as what dosage
should be promoted for this off-label use. The team discussed these fudamental issues due to the
paucity of data on Aranesp use ~md efficacy in anemia of MDS at 1:1at time. The March 9, 2005
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meeting was one of the multiple consensual recordings Osiecki made in fuerance of her

cooperation with the federal governent investigation into the allegations made in this complaint.

231. Amgen provided sales tools including study abstracts to sales representatives to use
during sales calls to proactively promote Aranesp for MDS. These studies included the Patton study

discussed supra as well as studies authored by Manone and Diluth. Another study in use in 2003
was titled Initial experience with darbepoetin alfa in patients with myelodysplastic syridrome

(MDS), authored by Vin et aI, which purorted to provide "real world" experience of use of
Aranesp for MDS. These studies were among other off-label MDS materials Amgen provided to
sales representatives in the Oncology Proof Source book.
232. Simlarly, on Januar 26, 2005, Amgen circulated a "MDS Educational White

Paper" to all Corporate Accounts and Oncology sales teams pUi-portedly to provide "background
VIÇ'

inormation on ths disease state." The white paper concludeddiat "Aranesp," due to its prolonged

half life, may pose an attractive therapeutic alternative in a P?pulation
where patients potentially
, ,i'
require longer treatment periods and office visits are often burdensome, dne to advanced age and
comorbidities," A.s with other Amgen corporate communications mal'ked for background use only,

Osiecki understood that this statement was pme iip service soleiy to create the appe(ìJ:ance of
compliance with statutory prohibitions on off-label promotion.
233. That same month, Amgen ai-iounced to its Corporate, Nephrology and Oncology
business Units that it had increased its fuding to, inter alia, two foundation-sponsored patient

support programs designed to ensure access for patients in need of co-pay assistarice for prescription

drg for a.riemia. The programs were open to all qualified patients regardless of their insurance

plan. According to Amgen' s internal anouncement, "r 0 lne of the programs is for Anemia of
Chronic Disease so patients with anemia due to AOC, MDS, CRF or other disease states, may be
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able to receive assistance as welL." Amgen sales representatives were instrcted in the
anouncement that they "may tell the physician that there are several independent foundations that
provide co-pay assistance for their underiiisured patients. You may also say that Amgen donates to
these foundations. Other than that, please refer them to the Reimbursement Connection."

234. MDS marketing continued to gain momentum in 2005 when on July 6, 2005,
Amgen anounced interim data from a Phase 2 study evaluating the use of 500 mcg of Aranesp

Q3W to treat anemia in patients with MDS. The data was presented at the 17th International
Symposium of the Multinational Association of Supportive Care in Cancer (MASCC) in Geneva.
(Abstract #02-007). Amgen anounced that the interim results were encouraging in that MDS
patients who had never been treated for their anemia responded to Ara.nesp Dnd those who had prior
eryopoietic therapy continued to respond.

ve'
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235, A few months later, on October 27,2005, this interi study data becarae the subject
of a discussion among Lisa Croissant, Jil Osiecki's team members anà Julie Nelson during the
Octobeí 27, 2005 National Amgen Meeting held at the Sheraton Hotel in San Diego, California.

236. During this discussion, in the presence of Osiecki, Nelson gave a sample detail for
MDS at the insLrtiction of Lisa Croissant. Fm1her, Nelson explained that A.Jngen planned to have

the final data by the ASCO meeting and that this Phase 2 study was the oniy study as of that date

establishing the dosing at 500 mcg Q3VI for anerrua of :rvIS. This discussion reveals Amge.'s
improper use not only of off-label Aranesp studies, but Ìiìteri study results.
237. Amgen also paid physician speakers to promote Aranesp for MDS. Osiecki recalls

that Amgen representative Dan Jedloe organized several off label speaker programs on MDS in
Osiecki's distrct.
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238. Finally, sales representatives, including Osiecki and her parner John Hendricks,
included MDS marketing as a component of their business plans to grow Aranesp market share.
These business plans were presented to and endorsed by Croissant.
239. Off-label promotion of Aranesp for MDS occured on a nationwide basis and caused

the submission of thousands of false claims to Medicare, Medicaid and other governent-fuded
healthcare prògrams for reimbursement for Aranesp prescribed to treat anemia of MDS.

iv. Off-lael Promotion of Extended Dosing
240. In violation of federal laws prohibiting marketing of drgs off-label, Amgen

marketed Aranesp off-label in higher than approved doses on a less frequent basis than as approved

by the FDA, as follows: once every other week ("Q2W"), once every thee weeks ("Q3W,,)1 and
once monthy dosing.
vt."

241. Despite the package inserts direction that Aranesp dosing for CIA should var with

a patient's weight, A1lgen rolled out a fixed dose extended dosing marketing campaign as follows:

200 mcq Q2W and 300 mcq Q3'\V. This marketing practice raised potential safety concerns
because Amgen does not manufacture a tÍIne release fonnulation of Aranesp. Accordingly, Amgen
was promoting the unproven and untested protocol that patients should be admirstered greater than

l'lJl\-approved volumes of the drug an at once on the hypothesis that this approach woiùd control
patients' anemia for longer periods of time.
242. The off-label extended dosing campaign was endorsed and encouraged by senior

Amgen management. A.-rgen trained sales representatives how to promote off-label extended

i The FDA approved Q3W dosing of Aranesp in the treatment of CIA only on March 23, 2006. Therefore all of
Amgen's marketing for Aranesp Q3W iii CIA prior to that date and all marketing of Q3W in CRF patients was and was
off-label and caused false Aranesp claims to be submitted to governent-funded healthcare programs such as Medicare
and Medicaid. hi addition, Q2W dosing was off-label at all relevant times for CIA patients.
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dosing regimens in traing materials such as the Aranesp Playbook and during District, Regional

and National meetings.
243. Marketing Aranesp in extended doses allowed Amgen to differentiate its product

from Procrit, which was FDA-approved to be admiistered either 3 times weekly or once weekly in
CIA patients. The extended dosing campaign was premised upon the fact that Aranesp has a nearly
thee fold longer half life than Procrit.
244. Financial "retu to practice" was a key motivating factor for physicians to prescribe

Aranesp over competitor Procrit. To capitalize on this profit motive, Aranesp sales representatives,
including Osiecki, were trained to promote to customers that providers could maximize profit by

prescribing - Aranesp at higher than approved doses on a less frequent basis. bideed, Amgen

launched the extended dosing campaign in par because Aranesp prescribed at a labeled dose and
, t;

frequency was not as financially attactive as Procrit when used once weekl~' but when
admistered in extended doses, Aranesp became the more financially attractive anenüa treatment.

245. Arngen's off-label dosing campaign touted the financial benefit of reduced
admìnstratÎve time for customers and increased comfort for patients. Specifically, Amgen

advocated to customers that less frequent injeciions saves staff and physicians time, allowing them
to see more patients. Amgen marketed extending dosing as more desirable for patients due to fewer

needle sticks and the convenience of reduced offce trips. Q3W was paricularly "efficient" for
physicían.s and patients because dosing once every three weeks allowed for synchronizing Arfu'1eSp

anemia therapy with common chemotherapy regimens. Indeed, as alleged ¡l'lra, A11gen marketing

tools, training materials and business plans often referred to synchronizing Aranesp treatment to

chemotherapy.
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246. As par of the extended dosing marketing scheme, sales representatives were trained

to point physicians to abstracts of aricles from authors such as Char (Q2W for AOC); Glaspy
(Q2W), Thames (Q2W), Boccia (Q3W) and Schwaitzberg (Q2W) that purorted to demonstrate
and effectiveness when admiistered off-label in extended doses.

Aranesp's safety

247. In fact, the majority of the abstracts of effcacy studies Amgen provided to its

oncology sales representatives studied Aranesp dosed on a Q2W or Q3\V basis. Accordingly,
when a customer was uncertain about the efficacy of Aranesp, the sales representatives were trained

to lead with "Schwarzberg," "Glaspy," the "MU data" or the "Head to Head" data. These were
studies that compared Procrit Q-weekly to Aranesp Q2W.

248. Schwarzberg, Glaspy, Thames and Boccia were also frequently paid to give
promotional lectures about Aranesp off-label dosing regimens, based upon their study findings.
I.,:,

Osiecki was preswt for numerous promotional lectures where the speakers promoted off-label
dosLTlg regimens, including a presentation by Thames.
249. Sales representatives were also provided with extended dosing promotional

materials in their Proof Source books. While all off-label Proof Source Book materials were
marked for reactive use only, in truth, Amgen mufornily instructed sales representatives such as
Osiecki to proactively use those materials for the purpose of increasing market share, Notably, no

studies \vith on label dosing schemes were provided to sales representatives as proof sources nor
were any on-Iabeî studies pl'vided for training puroses or reviewed during National, Regional or
Distnct meetings. Instead, they were strictiy cited in the package insert and were available from the

medical inormation deparment upon request. All clincal data support given to sales
representatives involved data on off-label dosing. This is telling that Amgen never Liitended to

promote Aranesp at a dosage consistent with its FDA-approval.
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250. Another way sales representatives promoted extending dosing was to create Aranesp
dosing protocols for their customers; or, Amgen representatives would use off-label Aranesp dosing
protocols adopted by other Oncology practices in the region as a promotional tool during sales calls

to demonstrate general acceptance of off-label dosing regimens. These protocols invarably
recommended commencing Aranesp therapy at Q2W dosing and oftentimes also promoted Q3W

dosing as well. This practice was done with the knowledge of and encouragement by Amgen
management.
251. Examples of

these off-label dosing protocols in circulation in Osiecki's terrtory and

apparently other terrtories include: Southwest Regional Cancer Center Patient Candidate and Usage

Guidelines for Aranesp (Q2W protocol); UCLA Oncology Medical Center Guidelines (Q2W and
Q3W protocol) and the Oncology Alliance Al'anesp Clinical Pathway (Q2W protocol).
252. As fuer evidence of ths extended dosing sc~e, in late 2003, Amgeii divided

the oncology-based sales representatives into 2 teams, the Red and White team. hi Osiecki's

. h d " ~. "1 d "h A 'H d' H d S' , A ,. C) " ,. 'I 1

temtory, t. e rc i team was mrecied to ea.. _ WiT. ~a.'1esp teai (0 ~- ea . may, or -', ioi,oweo

by Neulasta messaging. The White Team was directed to lead with Neulasta, "followed by Aranesp

(Head to Head Study imd Q3W dosing, This direct instmction by Amgen marketing to fnm'ket.

Araiiesp off-label for Q3W (as well as for AOC) was dìssemliated to Osiecki's sale team by her
District Manager, Lisa CroISSfuît, in an email dated December 3,2003.

253. Amgen instituted the Red and White team designations, and accompanyhïg brand
messaging, on a nationwide basis.
254. For example, on January 13,2004, Amgen District Manager Julie Brown circulated

to the Amgen Management Team Aranesp "a template" for the new red and white team brand
messaging developed by the Iowa District.
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255. Q2W marketing was launched in October 2002, however, as evidenced by the Iowa

brand messaging, Q2W marketing continued to be prolifc in 2004. The proactive Aranesp
Messaging for Q2W was as follows for physicians who were not using Aranesp in their practices:
"1. Lead with Schwarzberg: Doctor I am here today to talk to you about saving your chemotherapy
induced anemia patients a significant amount of time by utilizing Aranesp 200 mcg q 2 weeks."
256. The messaging went on to cite to a study which shows that the average amoUi'1t of

time afected for anemia treatment was 2 hours, hence, "If I could prove to you that Aranesp 200

mcq q 2 wk is clincally equivalent to Procrit and it would decrease the number of times your
patients have to come in for an injection by 6 visits, costs less for you to purchase, and costs your
patients less in co pays, would you chose Aranesp 1st for your CiA. patients.. ,(?)"

257. If the doctor responded "Yes" to this question, sales representatives were directed to
~..' pitch the Schwarzberg study data, which purorts to prove Aranesp Q2W is cliiiically equivalent to ~.

Procrit 40,000 q per week in CTA, as proof of t.1ie efficacy of Aranesp 200 mcg Q2W dosing in
treating CIA This ernai! exchange demonstrates not only the off-label marketing scheme, but

A.rngen management's endorsement thereof.

258, Moreover, "Fiexible dosing.., 100 mcq QW, 200 iicg Q2W and 300 mcg Q3W";

"less frequent dosing tha.ri EpoeHu alfa (Procrit)"; "Aranesp delivers equal efficacy with flexible
dosing as compared to Epoetin alfa"; and, "sjTIchronize Aranesp to chemollierapy treatments (Le.

300 mcg Q3W)," were routinely included in PowerPoint sales presentations to Amgen customers in

Plaintif Osiecki's territory, including a May 6, 2004 PowerPoInt presentation to Joilet Oncology
Hematology Assocíates and an August 12, 2004 presentation to Aurora Healthcare.

259. Such customer presentations also incorporated the sales pitches outlined above that
extended dosing conferred signficant patient benefits (less frequent injections, improved quality of
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life) and financial benefit to the customer (reduced admiistrative time for nursing, biling and
pharacy staf due to less frequent injections; reduced cost to acquire Aranesp).

260. Amgen also created posters containg "clincal" data tiliat touted Aranesp's efficacy

in extended dosing regimens to support its off-label marketing efforts. Sales representatives,
including Osiecki, were provided with these posters to use durg sales calls with physicians.
261. For example, Aingen presented data derived from the 300 patient Schwarzberg

CO") conference in 2004. The

phase IT study at the anual American Society of Oncology ("AS

Schwarzberg study was a head to head study comparg the efficacy and safety of Aranesp 200

mcg Q2W to Procrit 40,000 u QW in the treatment of CIA. Amgen touted the study as concluding
that that Arfu'1eSp Q2W had a similar efficacy and safety profie as Procrit Q2W in terms of

hematopoietic response, mean change in hyl from baseline to EOTP, reduction in RBC tranfusions
and the abilty to achieve

and maintain ~CCN-reconunended HB target range. Amgen presented

this data at ASCO using a poster to highlight the effcacy and safety of Aranesp Q2W. Notably, one
of

the authors of

the Schwartzberg study was an Amgen employee.

262. 111e only head to head trials of Procrit and Aranesp funded by Amgen studied 200

mcg Q2W as the only Aranesp dose.

263. Following the conference, Amgen provided sales representatives with a letter-sized
version of the ASCO poster for use during sales calls with physicians to promote Aranesp Q2V¡, In
or about June 9, 2004, sales representatives were also provided with traing materials on the data

presented at ASCO. While the training materials were couched in tenus of responding to
lilsolicited physician questions about Aranesp Q2W, sales representatives knew and understood this
data was to be used proactively to gain market share for Aranesp.
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264. Monthly dosing was a principal par of Amgen's marketing for CRF patients.

Osiecki recalls Oncology representatives, when pitching Aranesp to Hospital Phanacists, would
brig in nephrology counteipaits to deliver the monthy dosing marketing message for a hospital's
CRF patients. Generally, Amgen promoted monthy dosing for CRF patients receiving outpatient
treatment and Q3W in smaller doses for nephrology inpatients. Aranesp has never been proven safe
or effective when prescribed once per month or Q3W for CRF patients.
265. In the course of her employment, Osiecki became aware that Amgen nephrology

representatives were using data from a monthy dosing Aranesp study to fuer the promotion of

Aranesp for monthly dosing durg sales calls with physicians. Because Amgen used the same
strategies to promote Ara.l1esp in nephrology as it did in oncology, Osiecki believes nephrology
representatives were

provided with posters of t.lis study akn to that described above for Q2W to

promote Aranesp off-label for monthly dosing during sales calls.

Il.!

266, Moreover, Amgen's monthy dosing marketing of Aranesp was discussed by
Osiecki's team during the March 9,2005 District Meeting held in Minneapolis, Specifically, durng
this meetLng, theïe was a discussion about obtaining a monti11y dosing CRr" packet from their

nephrology counterparts.
2. Neulast.i
267. Neulasta is indicated to decrease the incidence of infection, as manfested by febrile

neutroperna, in patients with non-myeloid malignancies receiving myelosuppressive antÎ-caiî.cer
drugs associated with a cli.tucally signicant incidence of febrile neutropenia.

268. The FDA-approved dosing is 6 mg admistered as a subcutaneous injection to be
given twenty-four (24) hours after chemotherapy.
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269. Neulasta was tested as an equivalent to Amgen's already-approved Neupogen,

which has been marketed since 1991 but requires daily injections and is similarly indicated.

270. Also, Neupogen therapy has been evaluated by the American Society of Clincal
Oncology (ASCO), which has developed "evidence based guidelines" for the usage of the broad

class of Hematopoetic Growt Factors (also known as Growt Factors or GF). These guidelines

have been established, reviewed and revised over the past ten (10) years based upon the vast
quantity of available published literatue on ths class of drgs. The peer-reviewed guidelines

recommend using GF's in the first cycle of chemotherapy only when the risk of febrile neutropenia

is ~ 40%. The phase 3 clincal trial supporting the approval of Neulasta was conducted in a
chemotherapy regimen \vith a published incidence of 38% febrile neutropenia. The Package Insert

for Neulasta (under "Clincal Studies" heading) states, "in the absence of growt factor support,

similar chemothenpy regimens have been reported to result in a 100% incidence of severe
neutropenia (absolute neutrophil count (ANC) .: 0.5 x io9/L) with a mean duration of 5-7 days, and
a 30% to 40% incidence of

febrile neutropenia."

271. Amgen launched a promotional campaign to encourage physícians to prescribe first
cycle use of Neulasta in chemotlierapy regimens with an incidence (or risk) of febrile neutropenia of

20% or greater. To support this activity, sales representatives have been provided a single abstract

(not a peer-reviewed published trial) that purorts to show a significant reduction in febrile
neutropenia in breast i~ancer patients receivin,g an unconventional chemotherapy regimen. Based

upon that trial, representatives have been directed to imply that all regimens of chemotherapy with

an incidence of febrile neutropenia of 20% or greater should receive. Neulasta in tJ.e first cycle.

Because Medicare has no restrictions on reimbursement for Neulasta, physicians can prescribe

Neulasta in this fashion contrar to the published ASCO Guidelines. Furer, physicians are
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provided a financial incentive to increase prescriptions of Neulasta by Amgen's contracting and
"spread marketing" schemes.

272. A single Neulasta injection costs $2,502 (Wolesaler Acquisition Price) with
contractual discounts from 20% (hospital) to 26% (clinic) and a Medicare reimbursement rate set at
$2,507 (Hospital) and $2,596 (physician office). Therefore, typical physician profit, or "spread," on

a single Neulasta injection is approximately $500. Ths profit is obtained tlrough a simple
subcutaneous injection that takes a nurse approximately 5 miutes to admister.

273. Over time, a 20% theshold of febrile neutropenia as compared to a 40% theshold
could more than double the utilzation of Neulasta, thereby doubling the costs of treatment to the
federal govelT'Tent. Amgen sales goals increased by 40% in the second half of 2004 in anticipation

of this large increase in utilzation.
3.

øJ

Enbrel

274. Enbrel is FDA-approved for moderate to severe rheumatoid arthitis, moderate to
~evere juvenile idiopathic artitis, fu-ikylosing spondylistis (AS), psori,atk 8rt.hrit.is, and chronic

moderate to severe plaque psoriasis.
275. On November 2, 1998, the FDA first approved Eúbrel for the treatment of moderate

to severe active rheumatoid artJu1tís. Since then, the label has been changed twenty-one (21) times
to reflect the FDA's approval of the disease states identified above.

276. In 2005, Enbrel sales rose to $2.6 bilion in the United States, a 35% increase from
2004.
277. Medscape, WebMD, and Defendants Amgen and Wyeth have engaged in various

ilegal activities including financial inducements designed to promote the use and purchase of
Enbrel, including for off label purchases.
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278. From as early as 2003, Amgen and Wyeth have coordinated efforts to market Enbrel

beyond its approved indications. For example, Amgen's Helen Jordan has served as co-leader of
the Enbrel Product Strategy Teams and has worked closely on coordinating the Enbrel marketing

strategy with Wyeth.
279. Tamika Roy was a member of the Amgen marketing team for Enbrel, and she was
familar wim the web-based marketing campaign conducted though the website

www.medscape.com.

280. Among other off label uses, Amgen and Wyeth's marketing campaign has targeted
patients with mild psoriasis, although Enbrel was only approved for use with patients sufering from
moderate to severe psoriasis.

281. Argen's Tamika Roy ack.'1owledged in early 2004 that the Enbrel team had been
0.'..1 sucëessful because Medscape had aUowed it to influence Medscape' s editorial content in exchange aJ",l

for cornmercìal sponsorship of a promotional Resource Center site for Enbrel. Amgen's Director of
Market.ing for Aranesp, Ray Chow, admired the Enbrel team's success with lv'Iedscape anò sought
to duplicate the results with Amgcil s Aranesp,
282. Medscape has promoted its Resource Centers to Aingen and Výyeth as a meflllS of
persuading doctors to prescribe EnbreL. Medscape stated that an online Resource Center "allows

Medscape to create brand relationships by teaching physiciam; at key teachable moments."
Meåscape promised that its Resource Center would "drive physicia.'1s to Amgen's online

destinations and resources" by creating "links to Amgen's other supported Medscape programs."
Medscape'sResource Center has proviàed Amgen and Wyeth with branded product positioning and

off label marketing infonnation tiliat other sites could not provide.
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283. Medscape's Resource Centers have featued quarerly expert colums, authored by

leading doctors in the field, without regard for Amgen's inuence upon those doctors. Amgen and
Wyeth have found Medscape to be an effective way of marketing Enbrel for off label uses.

284. For example, Defendant Wyeth sales representatives promoted Enbrel for the off
label use of treatment of neurological spine pain to Dr. Don Olson, a pediatrc neurologist based in

Palo Alto, Californa.

285. In March 2004, Medscape's Director for Strategic Accounts, Pam Peters, Ph.D.,
made an Internet marketing proposal to Amgen's Associate Marketing Director of Aranesp, Matt

Skelton, Amgen's Senior Marketing Manager for Aranesp, Brian Bennett, and to Amgen's Ray
Chow. The proposal was modeled afer Medscape's Resource Center for Enbrel.
286. Payments to Medscape from Amgen and 'Wyeth to market Enbrel and Aranesp via

Medscape's Resource Centers constituteunawf kickbacks to promote the drgs off label, in
violation of federal

law .

c. OFF-LABEL PRCRIONS OF A.MGEN'S DimGS WERE NOT EUGusLE FOR
REIMBUREl\íENT By GOVERNNT-FIJNDED HEALTHCARE PROGRAMS.

1. ,Medicad
287. Though Medicaid is administered on a state-by-state basis, the state programs adhere

to federal guidelines. Controlling federal statutes and regulations restrict the mugs and drug uses
for which the federal government wil pay though its flUlding of state Medicaid programs.

288. The Medicaid program includes individualized provisions, by statute and regulation,

concerning reimbursement for prescription dnigs, drg utilzation review, eligibilty of various
drgs for federal financial pa.-ticipation ("FPP"), price controls on prescription drgs and drg
manufacturer rebate agreements.

289. According to the Social Security Act, the Plaintiff states are entitled to FF for
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reimbursement of phanacies for a "covered outpatient drg." 42 U.S.C.A. §1396r-8. The
defintion of "covered outpatient drg" is limted to drgs used for medically accepted indications.

42 U.s~C.A. 1396(k)(3). A medically accepted indication is defined as any use approved by the

FDA or supported by any of the thee specific compendia. ¡d. (k)(6). The compendia are the
American Hospital Formular Service Drug Inormation, the United States Phanacopeia-Drug
Inormation and the Drugdex Inormation System. ¡d. at (g)(l)(b)(i).
290. For example, under the Florida Medicaid Program, the determation of whether a

drg is eligible for reimbursement and prescribed for a purose that is covered by Medicaid is

governed by 42 U.S.C. 1396r-8, Chapter 465 F.S. and the Florida Medicaid Prescribed Drug

Services Provider Handbook.

291. Under 42 D.S.C. 1396r-8, state Medicaid programs may exclude or otherwise
restrict coverage of outpatient prescription drgs. Pursuant to die Florida Medicaid PrG.!Zribed Drug

Services Coverage, Limitations, and Reimbursement Handbook, to be reimbursed by Medicaid, a
drug must be medically necessa.ry and prescribed for medkally accept.ed indications and dosages
labels and other written, printed, or graphic

found in (A) the drg's labeling ("ìabeling" means all

matter upon any aricle or any of its containers or wrappers, or accompanying such article), (B)

American Hospital Formular Service Dnig Information, (C) United States Pharmacopeia-Dmg
fuformation (';USPDI") or Lie (D) DRUGDEX InfoTInation System.
292. VVhether t.lie use of a chug meets federal regulation's criteria for coverage is material
Medicaid's decision to reimburse for prescription. Consequentìy, Medicaid (as well as Medicare

8.1Jd other goven1.1lent-fuded heaithcare programs as set fort It!fra) would have denied

reimbursement for claÌíns made for prescriptions of Amgen's d.rugs if it had been known the
purose for which the drg had been prescribed failed to meet coverage criteria.
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293. Use of Amgen's Epogen, Aranesp, Neupogen, Enbrel, Kineret, Kepiance and
Neulasta, for example, for the medical conditions and in the dosages alleged herein are not
supported by the compendia as medically safe and effective, and therefore should not have been
covered by the Medicaid programs. To the extent an off-label use of an Amgen drg at issue in this

Four Amended Complaint is listed in any of the above-referenced compendia, the listing and
studies cited therein do not legally justify coverage of any such off-label use. In other words, the

listings fail to legally "support" any such off-label use as is required by the Social Securty Act.

294. Nonetheless, Amgen recklessly has promoted its drgs for unauthorized, untested
and unproven uses thoug.li the unav.ful methods alleged in ths Four Amended Complaint.
2. Medicare and Other Government Funded Healthcare Programs
295. In addition to Medicaid, the federal governent covers in whole or in part the

cost of prescription drugs under several other health care programs, including but not limited to
Medicare, Medicare Par D, the Railroad Retirement Medicare Program, Federal Employees

Healih Benefit Programs, Tri-Care (fonnt,rly CHAMPUS), CHAMPV A, the Federal Employees

Compensation Act Program, 5 U,S.C. § 8101 et seq., the Bureau of Prisons, State Legal
Immigrant Assistance Grants aiid the Indian Health Sefvice, the Deparment of Defense, the
Department of Labor, and the Public Health Service Entities.
296. Legal restrictions on the coverage of off-label drug use by these programs mirrors

the restrictions on coverage under the'Medicaid program. See, eg., TRICARE Policy Manual

601O.47-M, Chapter 7, Section 7.1 (B) (2) (March 15, 2002); CHf1MPV A Policy Manual,

Chapter 2, Section 22.1, Ar. II (A)(2) (June 6,2002).

297. For example, Medicare generally does not cover off-label uses of drugs except
when certain criteria is met when off-label uses are supported by the 3 medical compendia cited
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298. Similarly, the V A and CHAMPUSffri-care programs operate in substantially
similar ways to the Medicaid programs, but primarily for the benefit of miltary veterans, their
spouses (or widowed spouses) and other beneficiaries.
299. Amgen expected and intended its unawfl off-label promotional efforts to cause
claims for reimbursement for off-label uses of its drgs to be submitted to Medicaid, Medicare,

Medicare Par D and other governent-fuded healthcare programs thoughout the countr. The
intended and foreseeable effect Amgen's avarcious scheme was that these programs would fud the

cost of treatment with Amgen's dmgs through its reimbursement claims system and accordingly,
that Amgen's promotìonal efforts would directly and substantially increase its drug revenue stream
at the expense of, inter alia, Medicare and Medicaid.

300. The Governent Plaintifs were unav.ifue of th6iï.awfl maner in which Amgen
promoted its dmgs thoughout the United States. Amgen knew or should have known federal

regulations govemii-ig prescription drg reimbursement under government-funded healthcare
programs.
301. Under the Federai False Claims Åct, it is unlawful for any "person," as defined by

those statutes, to submit a false or fraudulent claim to the United States government, and/or to cause

false claims to be submitted. As alleged supra, soliciting, receiving, offering or paying any
kickback, bribe or rebate in con.'1ectIon with a claim submitted to the United States Govenunent also
renders a claim false as that term is defìned by the Federal False Ciaims Act.

302. The Federal False Claims Act provides for penalties of up to $11,000.00 for each

violation of the Act.

303. In summar, thoughout the country, Amgen aggressively and intentionally
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marketed its drgs for non-indicated uses and non-medically necessary uses as described herein. By

and though this and other conduct, Amgen caused hundreds of thousands of prescription

reimbursement claims for Amgen drgs prescribed for medically unecessar and non-indicated
uses to be submitted to and paid

by the Medicaid/edicare programs for reimbursement. However,

the prescription drg reimbursement claims for off-label uses of Amgen's drgs that Amgen caused

to be submitted to the Governent Plaintifs as a direct result of its unawflly off-label promotion

campaign were not eligible for reimbursement from Medicare, Medicaid, the V A or

CHAUS/lricare, Medicare Par D and other governent-fuded healthcare plans described
iri.lra for the reasons set fort supra.
304. Amgen engaged in its national off-label marketing canipaign with the knowledge
that the majority of prescriptions written as a result thereof would be reimbursed by governent~i funded

health programs such as Medicare ~m.d Medicaid, as_ well as with the knowledge that sucWfi' Q'J

prescriptions were for non-medically accepted indications and non-medically necessar uses ti1.at the

fall outside the coverage of such programs.
"111. PRO\:1SION OIl' FREI~ GOOnS AND DRUG SA_J",1PLES

305. Defendani: Amgen has aiso provided free goods, drug samples and non-biled units

of its dmgs (collectively "free goods 8nd diug samples") to medical providers and other purchasers
wit.li the kiïowledge and expectation that medical pmviders fu"1d other purchasers, as recipients of

such free goods and samples, would hil governent-fuded healthcare programs for the free goods
and samples were administered to induce the providers al1d other purchasers thereof to prescribe and

sell Aiiigen's drugs over competing drgs or alternative forms of medical care and treatment.
306. Apai1: fmm the use of free goods and drug samples as a "quid pro quo" incentive or

inducement, Amgen is known to have been using free goods and drug samples as a method of
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providing hidden price concessions or reductions in the acquisition costs of its drugs. Amgen

representatives have provided such free goods and drg samples with the knowledge and
expectation that the free goods would be biled by Amgen's customers to Medicare and Medicaid.
307. Amgen' s offers of free goods arid drg samples has included not only free shipments
of drgs and drg samples, but also free product bundled with other products, as well as other

arangements to provide credit or to forego payment for product already delivered.

308. Amgen has used the provision of free goods and drg samples as another form of
improper incentive or inducement to cause medical providers and other purchasers to prescribe and
sell Amgen's drgs.

309~ The Governent Plaintifs have been hared by A-ngen's conduct in providing free

goods and drug samples as an inducement in at least two (2) ways: (1) by paying for the costs of the
free goods and drg samples h'iilawfully hWled; and, (2) by otherwise paying the iifJated A WPs and

ASPs for Amgen's drgs as a. r~sult of Amgen' s use of free goods and d..'ug samples as a.'1 improper

"quid pro quo" incentive to promote the sale of its drugs.

ix. PJlQMnTlOl" , TlJROUGH

OTHER

UNLA 'V.laTI,

FJJ~A.l~CIAL

L~DUCEMENTS
310. These financial inducements include t.lie provision of trips, consulting opportmities,

speaking engagements, gifs, meals and other cash payments.

311. Amgen has provided such incentives and inducements in order to promote the sale
of and/or switching to its drugs at arificially inflated prices.
312. Amgen has provided such incentives as par of its overall scheme to market the

"spread" on Amgen products to customers who were not at t.lie time purchasing and biling Amgen
products. Amgen has paid customers familar with the profit or "spread" on Amgen products versus
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competing products to inuence other customers who were not famliar with the profit or spread to

use and bil for Amgen products.

313. For example, Relator Osiecki has personal knowledge that such activities took place

in July and August of 2004, involving two Amgen customers, the Newland Clinc of Southield,
Michigan, and Oncology Allance of Milwaukee, WI.

A. NEWLAN CLINIC AN ONCOLOGY ALLIACE

314. The Newland Clinc ("NC") is an eight (8) physician practice specializing in
Hematology Oncology and Inectious Disease. NC anually purchased approximately $500,000.00

of Amgen products, pricipally Neupogen and Neulasta. NC was not a purchaser of Amgen's
anemia product; Aranesp. However, NC anuaily used approximately $3 milion dollars of
Aranesp's competitor, Procrit(I. Thus, NC was a prize prospect for conversion to Amgen products.

NC used a large quantity of Amgen's Neulasta, but it mostly provid~¡f the proclct though
prescriptions that patients would have tiled at a local retail pharacy. Thus, it '"vas not frequently

biling Íor the product out of its offce.
315. In the opiïùon oÎ Amgen's acting District Manager, NC did not understa.nd the

fimmcial incentives associated with Neulasta use and t.he follow-on finaiicial benefits of switching

to Aranesp under thebimdled ciLnic contract that Aingen was offerig to NC. 11ie District Manager
devised a promotional scheme whereby she paid for consultation services by another Aingen

customer; Oncology ftJIiance ("OA") of Milwaukee, Wi, who anually purchased approximately
$13 milion dollars of Amgen Products to "educate" the Newland Clinc regarding the profitabilty
of utilzing Amgen products.
316. In late July of 2004, Aiï1gen paid for a consultation visit by Mike Korosic, the

practice manager and COO of Oncology Alliance, to visit and educate NC as to the financial aspects
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of its business. According to the Amgen Distrct Manager, Lisa Croissant, one key objective of the

visit by Mike Korosic was to convince NC that it should brig its Neulasta prescriptions back into

the clinc to realize the approximately $500 - plus profit margin that it could realize with each
Neulasta injection.
317. As described by Lisa Croissant, once NC was prescribing and biling for signicant

quantities of Neulasta, a signficant profit incentive would exist for switchig its $3 millon dollars
of ProcritQ! to Amgen's Aranesp. NC was invited to visit OA at its offices in Wisconsin to consult
with other members of the OA staf, especially its phanacist, Dudley Ban, who is a member of

the Amgen Speaking Faculty. Dudley Blan is noted with the Amgen organzation for his
presentation of "Contract

Analysis," demonstrating greater profitabilty with Amgen's Aranesp than

Orto Biotech's ProcritQ!. For the OA practice, Dudley Blan estimates that usage of Aranesp

yield~ual promts of $7 milion dollars as compared to $6 willon dollars for the usage of
Procrlt~. Relator Osiecki has witnessed the presentation by Dudley Blan.
318. "A.gen paid for the expenses, including air travel of three liUt. of four attendees from
N-('
L.

In addition, three attendees from NC were paid presentation fees by A.'lgen, despite the fact

that the program agenda made no mention of presentations by these individuals, In addition, OA
was compensated for three speaking fees to provide its financial consultations to NC. Together, all
six speaking fees were paid as "CILriícal Roundtable" presentations, which are supposed to be

clinical in natue, not financiaL. However, the priary objective of the program with NC was to
demonstrate the financial incentives in using Amgen products. The speakg fees constitute megal

inducements for NC to chai'1ge or switch its prescribing and biling habits in order to create financial
incentives :for greater Amgen product use.
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319. il addition, the speakg fees to Oncology Alliance compensate it for clincal

presentations it did not provide. As such, the fees constitute ilegal kickbacks provided for ongoing
aggressive use of Amgen products.
320. Relator Osiecki has had extensive conversations with the Amgen employees

involved in the Newland Clinc/Oncology Allance consultation meetings. She is in possession of
the memo setting fort the meeting agenda prepared by Oncology Allance customer Dudley Blan.
Osiecki has a record of the "Contract Analysis" presentation of Dudley Blan as it was presented to
the Mineapolis Distrct Meeting on October 6th and 7th at the Pfister Hotel in Milwaukee, WI.

x. WHOLESALER DISTRmUTION CHAL REBATES AN DISCOUNTS
321. - Defendants OSI, ABC, ABSG, Cardinal Health SPD and OTN are pharaceutical

wholesalers that entered into contracts with Amgen to purchase various pharaceutical products for
~f

the "list price" of the dmg,

'/'

322. Amgen also contracts with inten;tdiares who negotiate pricing contracts on
behalf of large groups of independent: customers, group purchasing organizations Oiereinafter

GPOs) or physicia.. practice management organizations (hereinafter PPMOs). A GPO or PPMO,

when it conducts legitiiate business, is a group of doctors, clinks, hospitals ot' other health care

providers, organzed for many puroses, including the abilty to make large volume purchases of
supplier products at substantial discounts.
323. Defenda.llts ION and NOA are two of the GPOs with which .ÀJ1gen has contracted.

In realiiy, ION aiid NOA are not independent GPOs, and instead fuction as de facto marketing
arms for Anigen. Amgen counts on ION's and NOA's appearance oÍ complete independence such

that customers/members would see them as neutral and objective about the benefits of Amgen's
products as compared to competitors.
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324. The "list price" of Amgen' drgs is lower than the average wholesale price (A WP)

as reported by Amgen to such pricing compendia as the Red Book and First Data Banle These
compendia then publish the A WPs in reference books used and relied on by the private and public
sectors.
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wholesaler acting as the conduit though which the discount passes. This discount fuer reduces

the actual price paid by the wholesaler's customers for Amgen's products.

331. These discounts are not reported to the govenuent, they are not included in the
calculation of A WP or ASP and they are not included in the best price calculations.
332. Again, contrar to the independence of a legitimate GPO and a pharaceutical

company, Amgen worked and continues to work closely with the GPOs and PPMOs to develop
special discount program to offer to its GPOs' or PPMOs' customers, including but not limted to
discounts for helping the GPO or PPMO meet its purchase targets.
333. GPO and/or PPMO employees and sales representatives actively promote Amgen's

discount contracts and the profit margin of Amgen and other compani s products to the member
clinics. Amgen is aware of this promotion of the profit margin, and has cautioned Amgen

representatives not to makeitjoint sales calli.with the chanel representatives.

334. The combiJation of the contracted GPO and/or PPMO a.iid their associated
wholesalers are referred to as "the distribution channeL." Each wholesaler has a GPO mid PPMO
with which it is alled. and to which ulleported discounts are passed through to the GPO or PPlv'IQ,
335, For example, in die first half of 2005, Al1gen encoiu'aged lÌie development of a

rebate/discount program though Cardinal Health (the wholesaler) and NOA (the GPO). Under this
program, NOA customers would receive Em additional 2% discollllt on its purchase of Aranesp and

Neulasta and an additional 1 % discount on purchases of Neupogen. The discount would be on
purchases made through Cardinal Healt.i- SPD.

336. The 2% additional discount offered by NOA for purchases made though Cardinal

Health SPD served as aii inducement for NOA's customers to purchase Amgen products from
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Cardinal. NOA had termated its prior contract with OTN as the wholesaler though which a
simlar discount program had been in effect.

337. Although non-NOA accounts could also be offered these additional discounts for

purchases made though Cardinal Health SPD, Amgen representatives were directed not to be
proactive in otferig this rebate program. Furer, representatives were directed to have NOA sign

up any new accounts to be eligible for the rebate, not Amgen employees.
338. The other defendant wholesalers and GPOs, with the encouragement and knowledge

of Amgen, have entered into simlar contracts though which discounts have been passed though to
the end users of varous Amgen products.
339. Amgen evaluates the "performance" of various GPO and PPMO organzations by
the degree to which they "promote" Amgen contracts. The most favored PPMOs offer additional

discounts on Amgen products to the end user, passing a greater prop~ion of theÌ1:rfees to the

customer. in retur, Amgen partners with these PPMOs to offer additional discounts to their

members. Ultimately, the best PPMOs offer the highest pass-through disçoiiits, and help increase
the profit margins of the clinics.
340. Amgen does not nonnally provide this type of discount to individual customers and

has actively steered customers away from making direct purchases from Aingel1. Individual
customers are encouraged to purchase directly through t;e wholesaler/GPO distribution chanel and
are referred to wholesalers or the GPOs to make their purchases in order to receive the wholesaler

discount. Tlus policy is reflected in the Cardinal Health SPD/NOA rebate proé;'fam.
341. .AJIgen also encourages individual customers to ask the wholesaler for a prompt

payment discount and/or to negotiate a higher pass-though discount if the customer has asked
Amgen to lower its prices. To ensure that customers receive the highest discounted prices possible,
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Amgen encourages the wholesalers to pass along the discounts received from the manufactuer to its
customers.

342. ION and NOA are two of the GPOs though which Amgen offers a 2% discount to
the GPOs' customers. An additional discount of

2% is offered to the larger purchasers from ION.

343. Amgen pays ION and NOA (and other Amgen GPOs) two to thee percent (2-3%)

of total group sales as an "admistrative fee." This fee is paid in retu for the GPO's promotion of
Amgen's contract price and for the GPO providing Amgen with sales data for each of its member

customers. Amgen already purchases data on outlet sales from IMS Health (an industr sales data
clearinghouse) and from wholesalers via their charge back reports.

344. In practice, the GPOs pass a large portion of the "adminstrative fee" on to the

member practices either directly or though their wholesaler "prime vendors." Amgen
reJ~~sentatives hm~ibeen advised that its internal sources have confired that customers receive

additional discounts as much as five percent (5%) though this chanel via the wholesaler passthrough mechanism, Amgen's internal SOUíces also confinn that the AJ"11gen "channel" discounts

exceed those or its competitors, including but not limited to Johnson and Johnson's Ortho Biotech
division.

345. l1u'ough these discount schemes, Anigen is áble to offer its customers ilegal
inducements to purchase its products rati~er than ti~ose of its competitors. These discount schemes

are in violation of the A.'1t.I-Kickback Act that is triggered when the manufacturer L'1duces drug
purchases by deeply discounting a drg off of an a.rtificially high A WP.

346. These same schemes conti.'1ued when ASP became the benchmark for
reimbursement for prescription d-rugs by govemment-fLUided healt1care programs.
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347. The discounts and charge backs (rebates) provided by Amgen are prohibited by the

Anti-Kickback Act as manufacturers are prohibited from offerig or paying "any remuneration
(including any kickback, bribe or rebate) directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly" to induce the
purchase of goods or services payable by the federal governent. 42 D.S.C. Section 1320a-7(b)(2).

348. By providing the discounts and reimbursements to the wholesalers and GPOs and
encouraging that the discounts are passed though to the ultimate purchaser, Amgen has ilegally
paid these entities substatial remuneration for the purchase of its products, including but not
limted to Aranesp. These wholesaler pass-though discounts (including chargebacks,

adminstrative fees and other discounts) were hi reality price concession given by Amgen to end
customers that should have been included in the calculation of best price. However, Amgen used
this sham GPO/wholesaler - purchase mechansm to d~sguise these price concessions to avoid
including them as par of the

calculation for A Wif and ASP. A1ilaims Amgen and the remaing

Defendants caused to be submitted for reimbursement for Amgen drgs that were rcIuibursed based

upon Aingen's falsified A \VP and ASP were false as that term is defin,ed in the Federal False

Claims Act and the analogous laws oÎ the Plaintiff States. I4n1her, these disguised price
concessions constituted kiekbacKs paid by Amgen, acting in conspiracy with the remaining
Defendants, for the purpose of increasing prescriptions of Amgen drugs ultimately paid for in whole
or in par by governent-fuded healthcare programs.

349. Government purchasers are not offered GPO discounts or prompt payment discounts
by the wholesaiers. Amgen does not pay administrative fees for the reporting of governent sales,

and there is no cha.-iel discount available for federal governent program customers, even when
they purchase though the

same wholesaler as other GPO customers. None of the prompt payment

discounts or charge back fees are passed though to most of the federal program paricipants.
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350. Amgen pays admistrative fees to hospital GPOs as well as clinic GPOs. Hospitals
can ear as much as 3.5-4% "cost mius" pass-though discounts from their GPO parner

wholesaler. Hospitals that qualify for both governent purchase discounts and GPO discounts
receive pass-though discounts only on the GPO purchases, not on t.l¡e governent program

purchases. The GPO and wholesaler pass-though discounts are not reported to the governent for
the puroses of calculating the A WP (up until

2005), ASP (2005 and beyond) or "Best Price."

351. By offering these uneported discounts to its customers, Amgen's and the other
defendants' customers are able to submit claims for reimbursement to the applicable federal and/or

state entities greatly exceediiig the best price availabie for the pharaceutical products, as well as
the actual price paid by the claimant. AU claims based on purchases induced by Defendants'

discount schemes violate the AKS, the federal False Claims Act and the False Claims Acts of the

c..' Plaintiff States set fort herein. As a result of these practices, the federal and state govermnts ""i
have been darriaged in substantial amounts of monies.
XI. Ai\IGEN'S UNLA \VFUL REPORTING OF BEST PRICE
352. Ai-ngen was required under the Medicaid Rebate Act, 42 tJS.c. § 13961'-8, to report
these discounts provided to GPOs and wholesalers and the discounts fUlUieled through GPOS and

wholesalers to end customers as "best prices" for calculating Anigen's rebates to the Plaintiff States.

However, Amgen conceaied ti1.ese discounts, omitting these discOUiîts from the Centers for

Medicare and Medicaid Services ("eMS"), which relies on trthl repoltIng of best price
inormation to accurately calculate rebates owed to the States. Amgen has knowingly, deliberately

and purosefully concealed tilie discounted prices because if it had reported the true discounted
prices, A_rngen would have had to pay far greater rebates to ti-ie States.
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353. Amgen's conduct has damaged the Medicaid program by way of sophisticated and
complicated contractual arangements, which set fort rebates terms with private sector purchasers

(many of which are multi-tiered agreements depending on purchasing volume), that have the net

effect of causing State Medicaid programs to pay more for Amgen drgs than purchasers in the
private sector. The contractual arangements include the Momentw I and II programs and the TOP

Program.

A. THE MEDICAI REBATE PROGRA
354. hi 1990, Congress enacted the Medicaid Rebate Program, 42 V.S.C. § 1396r-8, as

par of Llie Omnbus Budget Reconcilation Act of 1990, The Medicaid Rebate Program, also

known as the Medicaid Rebate - Act and the Medicaid Rebate Statùte, is "a cost-savings measure"

that Congress passed "(i)n response to increasing Medicaid expenditues for prescnption drgs

(and) requires drg ~npanes to p~i;' rebates to states on their Medicaid purchases."
Pharmaceutical Researc/i ,& Mfrs. Of America v. Walsh, 538 U.S. 64, 649 (2003).

355. Pursuant to the Medicaid Rebate Act, participatin.g manufacturers who want their

dnigs covered by Medicaid must contract with the federal goveinment in a manner that is consistent
with Congressional intent in passing the Medieaid Rebate Act.

356. Diug manufactuers must enter into a Rebate Agreement with the Secretar of HHS
in Oider for federal matchIïg fuds to be made available for that manufacturer's covered outpatient
dmgs, 42 V.S.C. § 1396r-8(a) (1). Each paricipatii-ig manufacturer must sign, indicating agreement

and compliance with all provisions therein, including that '"The Rebate Agreement shaH be
construed in accordance with federal common law &'1d ambiguities shall be interpreted in, the

maimer which best effectuates the statutory scheme."
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357. The Rebate Agreement provides that the Secretar enters the agreement "on behalf
of the Deparment of Health and Human Services and all States and the District of Columbia

(except to the extent they have in force an fudividual State Agreement)." Upon enterig a Rebate
Agreement with the Secretar, the manufactuer must pay a quarerly rebate directly to each

paricipating State based on all of the manufactuer's drgs purchased by that State pursuant to its
Medicaid plan durg that quarer.

358. For single source or irovator multiple source drgs, the basic rebate due on each
unit paid for under the State plan is calculated as the greater of either (a) a flat 15.1% off of the
average manufactuers' price (AM) or (b) the difference between the AMP and the "best price," or
the lowest

price available from the manufactuer durg the previous quarer rebate period to any

wholesaler, retailer, provider, health maintenance organzation, nonprofit entity or non-excluded
governent entity. 42 U.S.C. § 1396r-8(c) (1), (2).

ti

ai,,'

359. ''Te term 'average mai'1ufactuer price' means, wii:lt respect to a covered outpatient

, r r r , . 1 h ..,. h .c' f, th' .

urug OJ a manmac.urer ror a reoate penoCl, tea verage pnce palO (0 t _ e manw.acturer or e mug In

the United States by wholesalers for drugs distiibuted to the retail pharmacy ciass of trade, after
deducting customary prompt pay discounts." 42 U.S.C. § 1396r-8(k) (1),

360. The best price, or lowest price charged must take into account cash discounts, tÌ'ee
goods that are contingent on any purchase requirement, volume discounts and rebates, excluding the

rebate paid to the States undei t.lie Medicaid Rebate Progïam. The best price is determed without

regard to special packaging, labeling, or identifers on the dosage form, product or package. And,

the best price does not ta.ke into account prices that are merely nomial in amount 42 U.S.C. §
1396r-8(c) (1).
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361. Nominally-priced discounts are intended for not-for-profit, charitable entities and for

researchers using the drgs for experimental or non-standard puroses. See S. Rep. 102-28 (I),
Developments in Aging: 1990-Volume 1, 102nd Cong., 1st Sess. 1991 (March 22, 1991), 1991 WL

52579 (Lg. Hist.). Such discounts are not intended for marketing puroses. The Rebate
the AM in the same quarer for

Agreement defines "nomial price" as "any price less than 10% of

which the AM is computed." Rebate Agreement at i. Defintions, (s).

362. Any rebate amounts received by the State must be offset against the State's
Medicaid expenditues in that quarer for puroses of calculating the matching federal financial
paricipation. 42 U.S.C. § 1396r-8(b) (1) (B).

363. Drug manufactuers are required under the Medicaid Rebate Statute fuïd Rebate
Agreement to calculate and report their AMs and best prices to the Secretar on a quarerly basis.

1i U.S.C. § 1396r-a~) (3) (A) (i); Rebate Agreement at § II (e). Any inormation provided by a
manufactùrer or wholesaler under the rebate statute is confidential and "shall not be disclosed by the
Secretary...or a State agency...exçept asîle Secretary determines to be necessary to (:ary out this

section," 420.S.C. § 1396r-8(b) (3) (D); Rebate Agreement at § VII.

364. States are required to report their total Medicaid drug utilzation to each
manufacturer and the Secretaiy sixty (60) days after the end of tlie rebate quaiter. 42 U.S.C. §
1396r-8(b) (2) (A). Using the manufacturer pricing data, eMS computes the unt rebate amount
("tJRA") "to which the Medicaid utilzation inormation may be applied by States in Íiivoicing the
Manufacturer for the rebate payment due." Rebate Agreement at § I (dd). Using the Medicaid dmg

utilzation data, manufacturers calculate and pay the States the rebates they believe are due and
owing to each State.
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365. The Governent Plaintifs have relied and continue to rely upon the benefits
conferred by the Medicaid Rebate program and on Amgen's peiformance of its obligations imposed

by Rebate Agreements to ensure that the Medicaid Program reimburses payors (e.g., phanacies)

based on the actual Best Prce available for Amgen's drgs.
B. ÅMGEN'S FALSE AN FRAUDULENT REpORTING OF AM AN BEST PRCE.

366. As alleged in this Four Amended Complaint, at all times relevant hereto, Amgen
has been entrenched in a battle for market share for its drgs including Epogen, Aranesp, Neupogen,
Enbrel, Kieret, Neulasta and Sensipar. To beat the competition, Amgen has employed ilegal

marketing strategies and promotional schemes to induce hospitals, clinics and doctors to prescribe
Amgen's drgs over

other competitors. These marketing strategies have been rolled out to the

public in the form of programs providing for off-invoice price discounts, as has been alleged in
detailed herein.

4b
'(1'"
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367. At tl:e hear of Amgen's marketing programs has been its promotional scheme

known as "Marketing the Spread."
368. f\mgen's ilegal prop'ams have included the Enhanced Momentum II Programs and

the TOP programs described below and the misuse of Physician Practice Management Groups

("PPMs").

369. During her employment with Aingen from 1990 tlough 2005, Plaintif Osiecki
leared first hand that Amgen had devised, dra.fted and entered into improper contracts with private

and public hospitals and/or clincs. The improper contracts included varous improper inducements,
including rebates and discounts, designed to increase Amgel1's market share of specific products

a.11d to increase its overall volume of sales at the expense of ti1ie taxpayers. These inducements were
devised by Amgen to encourage its customers to increase prescriptions of Amgen's drugs over
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competing drgs or alternative fonns of medical care and treatment, not to ensure that the most
medically appropriate treatment was provided.
370. Specifically, Plaintif Osiecki has first hand knowledge gained while employed by

Anigen as a PSR, that the complained of unawfl marketing and pricing schemes as set fort in
detail below are national in scope.

371. The complained of unawfl schemes are evidenced in contractual agreements
entered into between Amgen and the following hospitals and clincs, of which Plaintif Osiecki has
first hand knowledge:

HOSPITAL

CLINC

Evanston Hospital

Glen Morton Medical Center
Chicago and Morton Grove, llinois

IL
I Evanston,
George Caro,RPh,
MS
Glenbrook Hospital

~, Amanda Niemi, Phami
Glenview, IL
Highand Park Hospital
I~
Gary
PhannD
. 1Gehrke,
, ~

I Highiana Park, IL _
I Holy ~~mily Medical Cen~er
Ma!a SinlLli, PharmD, MS
Des Plaines, IL
Lake Forest Hospital
Gregg Helm, PharniD
Lake Forest, II
i

Lutheran General Hospital
B011PJe Bachenheimer, PharmD

Park Rid e, IL
Nort Suburban Medical Consultai,ts
Leonard A. Kosova, IvI

kiles,
CondellILMedical

Center
Kati K wasiborski, RPh

Libert ile, IL
Rush Nort Shore Medical center

Hematology Oncology Associates of llinois ;
!v

Leon H. Dragon, MD

Hi ... and Park, IL

~t
-..~

Ira A. Olif, MD

I Hematology Oncology Associates of llillOIs

I Skokie, IL ~

Block Med.icai Center
i Keith i. Block, MD

Evanston, Medical
IL
iI Deerpath
Oncology/Hematology I
Rohit R. Shali, MD
Ira 1. Pie!, MD
Lake Forest, IL
Oncology Specialists, SC
i Rossii-1. Paraý11o, PhannD

Park Rid e, IL
North Shore Oncology Hematology
Associates, Ltd
Peter Muh1bach- Business Manager
Bai..ngton, IL
Libert me, 1L

Midwestern Regional Medical Center
Cancer Treatment Centers of America
Robert E. Musick, RPH

Oncolo Hematolo Associates of
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i

Carol Heunsch, Phar

Nortern llinois, Ltd

Skokie, IL

Naren Kapadia, MD
Nilesh D. Mehta, MD

Guree, IL

,

Progressive Care, SC
Mark E. Singer- Chief Operating Officer
Chicago, IL

St. Francis Hospital
Susan Pah, RPh
Evanston, IL
Resurection Medical Center

Joseph R. Gera, RPh
Chicago, IL
Swedish Covenant Hospital
Chicago, IL
Cancer Center- K. Joseph Philip, MD- Chief
of Oncology Deparment

Inpatient Hospital Pharacy- Ramesh V.
Patel, PharD
Rush University Medical Center
The Rush Cancer Institute

Mattew A. Kemper, Phar
Chicago, IL
John H. Stroger, Jr Hospital of Cook County

Pamela L. Sperl, Phai
Chicago, IL
MacNeal Health Network

6(,.'

Wiliam Pong, Phar
BerwY11, IL

I Louis A. Vleiss Memorial-Iospital
..
I Chícago, IL

.-

L.
I
i
i

.-

I

Iii J~sse
Brown
VA Medical
~enter
Richard
J. Rooney,
PharmJ)

i

Chicago, IL
University of Chicago

'---l

Abdul S. Manasrah, MS- Finance Manager

i

Chicago, IT
University of llinois
I Divyesh Mehta, MD- Chief Oncology
John Gargas- Pha.rmacy

Andrew Donneley, Pharm D- Pharmacy
Chicago, IL
University of WisconsLn-Madison Hospital
Madison, 'Wisconsin
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1. The Enhanced Momentum II Hospitl Contract.

372. As set fort above, under the terms of Amgen's Momentum IT contracts, hospitals
clients receive off-invoice discounts of 25% on their purchases of Aranesp vials and singlejects and
2% off the purchases of Neulasta and Neupogen. Hospital-based dialysis centers receive offinvoice discounts of 11 % on all Epogen vials, with the exception of Epogen M20 vials for which an

off-invoice discount of 17% is provided. Hospitals without dialysis centers receive discounts of 3%
on all Epogei; vials.
373. Furer, effective October 1, 2004, pursuant to Amgen's Momentu IT contract,

hospitals also receive uneported rebates from Argen based on the market share of Ara.nesp and
volume of sales of Neuiasta and Neupogen. Additionai rebates on Neupogen and Neuiasta based

upon Aranesp' s market share constitute ilegal bundling of products, intended to increase the
incentive to purchase Aranesp without fuer reducL.'1g the pricêt-f Aranesp. In other words,
Amgen has

used the discounts on Neupogen and Neulasta to pawide additional rebat~s tied to

Aranesp purchases which Amgen has not calculated as Aranesp discounts.
374. Amgen has reguhu'ly monitored and reported customers' "red to white" ratio as a

way for representatives and management to measure the economk power of the bundled discounts.

The larger a customer's purchase of "white" blood growth factors such as Neupogen and Neulasta
relative to the "red" blood

growth factors, Aranesp and Procrit(ß, tilie more signiricant tiie

customer's addit.ional bundled discounts would be and the greater t.'le bundled incentive would

become as compared to unbundled discount offerings by Amgen's competitor, Johnson and
Johnson, sellers of Procrit(ß.

375. The hospitals received rebates of up to 21.5% on its total quareriy purchases of

Aranesp based on the drg's market share at the hospitaL. The hospitals also receive rebates of up to
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8% on its quarerly purchases of Neupogen and Neulasta, with the rebate amounts directly tied to
Aranesp's market share.

376. To receive the rebate on the purchases of Neulasta and Neupogen, a hospital's net
quarerly purchases must

be equal to or greater than 70% of the prior yeat's same-quarer net

purchases.
377. By offerig these increased off invoice discounts and rebates based on the market

share of Aranesp and continued high purchase volumes of Neulasta and Neupogen, Amgen has
improperly induced the hospitals to prescribe and sell Amgen's drgs over competing drgs or

alternative forms of medical care and treatment. The scheme interfered with the healthcare
provider's abilty to make unbiased and neutral judgments as to the appropriate medicines to use.

378. Amgen has known that the rebates provided to private purchasers though its
fVl Momentum II hosp~l contracts must be reported to CMS pursuant to the Medicaid rebate Act and

Amgen's Rebate AE1eement with CMS. Yet, pul'gen has pu.rposefully failed to report tlie
cumulative iesult of the rebates associated with the Momentum IT contracts as required under the

Medicaid Rebate Act. Amgen has knowingly and deliberately concealed these discounts for the

purposes of Best Price and M1P, and has knowingly failed to accomit for the steep discounts
offered under the Momentu111II hospital contracts in calculating its quaiterly repOlt of AM or best
price to CMS.
379. As Amgen has well known and sought to avoid, had i\rngen trthlly reported t.hese

prices, it would have a.ffected the best price calculations and Auigen wouid have been legally
obligated to pay the Medicaid program and other govemrnent-funded health care programs much
greater rebates.
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380. Amgen has knowingly failed to disclose these discounts and has knowingly failed to

account for the steep discounts offered under the Momentu II hospital contracts in calculating its

quarerly report of AM or best price to CMS.
2. The Total Oncology Parter Program

381. The Total Oncology Parer ("TOP") program has similarly offered ilegal
inducements to paricipant hospitals in the form of rebates in two discrete ways.

382. As alleged above, the TOP program provides for rebates to private hospitals based
on the increase in product market share of Amgen's products at individual hospitals. Specifcally,
when Amgen's product market share increases by 1.5 % to 9.49% in a given quarer, the hospital is

given a rebate of 21.5% on its Aranesp purchases and a rebate of 2% to 4% on its purchases of
Neulasta and Neupogen.

383. If Amgen's quarerly produ~t market share at thõospital is at least 79.5% or die
market share increases by 9.5% or more in the quarter, the hospit~l receives a rebate of 21.5% on
Aranesp and a rebate of 7% on the purchases of Nenlasta and Neupogen.
384. Further, if the hospital is a parner in both the Momentum II and TOP programs, it is

entitled to combine its rebate percentages for its eligible Neulasta and Neupogen purchases. By
tying together these two programs and offering increased rebates based on the level of Amgen's

market share, this scheme interfered with the hospitals' abilty to make unbiased and neutral
professional judgments as to the appropriate medicines to purchase and use for the care of its
patients,
385. Amgen has known that the rebates provided to private purchasers though its TOP

contracts must be reported to eMS pursuant to the Medicaid Rebate Act and Amgen's Rebate

Agreement with CMS. Yet, Amgen has purosefully failed to report the cumulative result of the
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rebats associat with the TOP prgr as reui unde the Medicad Rebat Act. Am has
knowily and deliberely conced thes discuns for the pus of Best Prce and AM an
ha knowily failed to act for the ste disunts ofere under the TOP program in

calculating its quarerly report of AM or best price to eMS.

386. Had Amen trthly report thes pr, it would have afec the best prce
calcuatons an Amen would have pad im grea rebates to the Medcad prgr. hi
addition, ha Am trthly repo its drg prces. Amgen would have efecvely elimte

the "sp" it reed upon so heavily to indu puases of its drgs over compettors.

c. AMGEN'S IMROPE USE OF UNITWCl EDUCATIONAL GRA AND
PATIT EDUCATION GRA To INUECE HOSPIAl AN QT, AS WE
AS TO DISUIE PmCE REATE THT AMGE JNONAIY FAILED TO

?: '

REPORT.

.w W ~-,

387. lu au effort to in its volum of sales with exist customer, uamely,
,

hospita, Amen ha mad wha ar known as untrct educatiou grts to varous physician,

'hospita, and oth intitutions. Th grants have oftn been in the form of a sponsòÍship of a

SCUmr or meeti held at exitig or pot.ii custome faciities. The sponsor spaker s) would
discnss disse proceses an staes and fuer discuss how Amgen prduc were clinCaly and
these diseases.
econonucally beneficial Ln the treatment of

388. Although Amgen has state in leter and other mateals reiated to grts of this
,
i

nat that ther was no o."pectation of any quid pro quo, ther has been an implicit undetaing

i
i
i

that the grantee would increas its purchase of Amgen products and/or its spers would advocate
\
i

the use of the Amgen products to other attendees at the semiar.

\
i
\
i

389. For examle, in Jannar 2005, Amn was ased to nie such a grant to Rush

\
i

\
i
I
i

\

Uuiverity Medca Cente for its s" Anua Rus Review. Varous sears were pianed to
disCU synop of the latest clincaly relevan resch. Anen prvide a grant in the amount of
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\J

,
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$10,000 in support of this semiar. hi retu, there was an unspoken expectation that the hospital

would increase its purchases of Amgen products and/or speakers at the seminar would comment
favorably on Amgen products, including Aranesp.

390. These grants are ilegal inducements to hospitals to change or switch Û1eir
prescribing and biling habits in order to create financial incentives for greater Amgen product use.
391. hi addition to the unegistered education grants, Amgen has also supplied what are

known as Patient Education Grants ("PEGs").

392. These grants have been made to various hospitals for the purchase of varous
education materials and other supplies as needed to create a patient education center, These
materials have consisted, in par, of books and research materials on cancer ai-id the varous

treatments.
)'~~'/

39.3. Lri éichange for providing;..:fds for these centers or rooms, the hospitals were

expected to increas'e"or maintain their purchase of Amgen pharaceutical products. The exchange
has been ail IJ-nplicit understanding between Amgen and the recipient hospitals, as Amgen has been

careful not to state its expectations in any correspondence related to Uiese grants.
394. For example, in 2005, the University of 11inois Medical Center received a PEG in

the amount of $5,000.00 from Amgen to establish such a center.

395. These gnmts are ilegal inducements to the hospitals to change or switch their
prescribing and biling habits in order to create rinancial incentives for greater Amgen product use.

D. Ä.\1GEN KNOWINGLY UTILIZED PHYSICIAN PRCTICE MAl\AGEl'ÆENT
ORGANZATIONS TO Ev IDE BEST PRCE REpORTING REQUIMENTS.

396. Pusuant to a scheme separate from that in:iplemented though the hospital & clinc

contracts, but in a simlar fashion, Amgen has entered into purchase contracts with for-profit

physician-owned clincs to provide discounts and rebates tied to the purchase of Aranesp, Neupogen
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and Neulasta. Plaintiff Osiecki, as an Amgen Professional Sales Representative (or PSR), was

responsible for presenting these contracts to physician clincs, gaing signatues from the
appropriate clinic personnel, and monitorig - and communcating the status of discounts and rebates
to the contracted customers.

397. The physician clinics would purchase Amgen products at a discounted price,
admister the product to patients, and then submit Amgen drg reimbursement claims to the patient

and/or the insurer, Medicare and Medicaid for the admistered Amgen drg and an admistration

fee, and sometimes for a clinc visit as well.

398. Physician clinic agreements have been offered either directly to a clinic, or through a
Physician Practice Management organzation (pPM), to which Amgen has also internally referred as

a "Buying Group." The PPM contracts have generally been the same as those offered directly to
clincs; however, the PPM contracts have offered additional f~g(ures such as add-on;r.discounts,

which Amgen fuded through various payments from Amgen to .the PPM groups. These groups
Oncology AHiance (NOA) and
have included International Oncology Network (ION), National

otii-er small or regional PPM groups. Aingcn. has funded these added discounts via cash discounts,
administration fees, data collection fees ,11d chargebacks.

399. \Vorking through the PPM contracts, Amgen could offer physician practices
discounts thatamount.ed to as much as 6-8% in. addition to the prevailing Amgen APC contract.

400. Amgen has worked with a PPM parner and an approved wholesaler. Each PPM has
generally utilzed a selected or contracted wholesaler. Plaintif Osiecki questioned the need aiîd

rationale for contracting though PPMs, including involvement of wholesalers. Specifically,

Plaintif Osieki questioned Amgen's Corporate Accounts Director Anthony Caraeo as to why
Amgen preferred to work though the more expensive route of distributing the drgs at issue
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though wholesalers and PPMs rather than discounting and selling directly to the customers.
Amgen's Caraeo explained that the discounts provided though the PPMlwholesaler distribution

route would not be counted toward calculating governent "Best Price" and, therefore, the extra
cost was waranted. Ths discussion took place sometime in 1998.

401. The PPMlwholesaler distrbution scheme has worked as follows:

a. Amgen sold products to the wholesaler at the Wholesaler Acquisition Price

("W AP"), which was the list price for the drg. Terms for the purchase are 2% 30, net 60, referred
to as the "cash discount."

/

b. The wholesaler sold the drg to the PPM member physician clinic at the off-

invoice discount price (APe customers received 10% off invoice discount for Aranesp and 5% off
,-, ,

invoice for Neupogen and Neulasta.) The wholesaler then reported the customer purchase back to
~~/

\-?j'

Amgen.
" ."

r~.!
" ."

c.

The wholesaler received a cash discount of 2% 30, net 60 days from Amgen,

and a 2-3% "chargeback" for reporting the sale of ti'1e product to the contracted customer to Amgen.

Amgen also credited the wholesaleï with the off-invoice discount that was passed on to the
customel' In this way, the wholesaler was made whole for the "off-Í1ivoiceH discount, and .reaped 45% discounts in û1.e form of cash discounts and "chargeback" fees.
d. The wholesalers used their combined cash discount and chargeback fees to

offer additional cash discounts to clinc customers, Clinic customers who paid with a ban transfer

or withi.'1l0 days could reap 3.75% cash discouiits.

e. The PPM group would also receive an adminstration fee of 2% of the total
purchases of contracted Amgen products. Amgen would then offer discounts of up to an additional
4% for purchases made by the PPM contracted customers. These rebates were paid directly by the
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PPM and, thus, did not come directly from Amgen, although the money to pay the rebates came
from Amgen though contractual agreement with the PPM.

f. Amgen preferred to use this distributor marketing chanel because it could
incentivize its clinc customers with several percentage points of additional discount that was passed
though other chanel parers. Because these additional rebates and discounts were not paid

directly by Amgen, but though a third pary, these discounts have not been reported by Amgen to

CMS for the puroses of calculating best price. The discounts have been closely monitored and

dictated by Amgen, and used in Amgen promotion of its products. Amgen made it known to
customers that these were additional discounts credited to purchase of Amgen products though the
wholesalers and PPM groups.
up to 7.75% on its product
g. In this fashion, Amgen has provided discounts of

purchases that Amgen excluded from its ~àfculation of Best Price.'ft..1

h. When the discoùuts were provided to tilie customer, Amgen told the
customer that they were responsible für reporting all discounts Ìi-i accordance with applicable state
and federal

laws. However, this method was not used to calculate Best Price.
402. As set forth above, Am.gen has knowingly utilized PPMs to cover up its multi-tiered

rebate schemes and to avoid repOlting the same to CMS in violation of the Medicaid Rebate Acf s
Best Price reauirements.
~

XII. fEDERA HEALTHCAR pItOGRA D~MAGED BY DEFEND-k'lTS'
FRUDULENT AND ILLEGAL PRACTICES
A. :MEDICAID AN MEDICAR
1. The Medicaid Program

403. Title XIX of the Social Security Act is a program that provides medical assistance

for certain individuals and familes with low incomes and resources. The program, known as
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Medicaid, became law in 1965 as a jointly fuded cooperative ventue between the Federal and
State governents to assist States in the provision of adequate medical care to eligible needy

Americans. Among the groups of people served by Medicaid are eligible low-income parents and

children. Among the health benefïts fuded primarily by Medicaid, up until Januar 1,2006, was
fuding for the prescription drg needs of

the Program's beneficiaries.

404. At all times relevant to the Complaint, in most states, Medicaid was an open-ended,

federal-state matching program. The federal governent contributes a fixed percentage of each
state's Medicaid costs each year; however, the exact percentage the federal governent contributes
varies _ each year

according to a formula that takes into account each state's per capita income

relative to the'national per capita income. The percentage of state contribution to th,e fuding of
prescription drug purchases and all other covered Medicaid health benefits has typically amounted
~p:+'

,~'" to at least 40% at all times relevant to the Complait.

405. Although Medicaid is ad.'linstered on a state by state basis, the state. programs
adhere to federal guidelines, Federal statutes and regulations restrict. the drugs and dmg uses that

the federal govemment wii pay for thrùugh its fùn,ding of state Medicaid programs. Federal
reimbursement for prescription diugs under the Medicaid program is iimted to Hcovered outpatient
drgs." 42 U's.C. § 1396b(ì)(1O), 1396r-8(k)(3). "Covered outpatient dmgs" are diugs that are used

for a "medically accepted indication." ¡d. §1396r-8(k)(3),

406, Å medicaHy accepted indication, in, tuln, is- a use which is listed in tii-e labeling

approved by the FDA, or use of which is supported by one of the drug compendia identified in the
Medicaid statute. ¡d. §1396r-8(k)(6).
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Medicaid, became law in 1965 as a jointly fuded cooperative ventue between the Federal and
State governents to assist States in the provision of adequate medical care to eligible needy

Americans. Among the groups of people served by Medicaid are eligible low-income parents and

children. Among the health benefits fuded primarily by Medicaid, up until Januar 1, 2006, was
fuding for the prescription drg needs of the Program's beneficiaries.

404. At all times relevant to the Complaint, in most states, Medicaid was an open-ended,

federal-state matching program. The federal governent contributes a fixed percentage of each
state's Medicaid costs each year; however, the exact percentage the federal governent contributes
varies each -year

relative to the

according to a formula that takes into account each state's per capita income

national per capita income. The percentage of state contribution to ti'ie fuding of

prescription drug purchases and all other covered Medicaid health benefits has typically amounted
,';,.J to at least 40% at all times relevant to the Complait.

~f)/

405. Although Medicaid is ad.lnstered on a state by state basis, the state" programs
adhere to federal guidelines. Federal statutes and regulations restrict. the drugs and drug uses that

the federal govel1ment wîH pay for thl'ugh its fùn.ding of state Medicaid programs. Federal
reimbursement for prescription diugs under the Medicaid program is IinÜted to "covered outpatient

drgs." 42 D.S.C. §1396b(ì)(1O), 1396r-8(k)(3). "Covered outpatient dnigs" are diugs that are used
for a "medically accepted indication." ¡d. §1396r-8(k)(3).

406. A medicaliy accepted indication, in tu'1, is- a use which is listed in ti'ie labeling
approved by the FDA, or use of which is supported by one of the drug compendia identified in the
Medicaid statute. ¡d. § 1396r-8(k)(6).
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2. The Medicare, Medicare Part B and Medicare Part D Programs

407. Medicare is a governent financial health insurance program admistered by the

Social Securty Admiistration of the United States. The health insurance provided to beneficiaries

of the Medicare insurance program is paid in whole or in par by the United States. Medicare was
promulgated to provide payment for medical services, durable medical equipment and other related

health items for individuals sixty-five (65) and over. Payments made under the Medicare Program
include payment for certain prescription drgs used durg treatment at an appropriate medical

faculty and otherwise, as well as certain injectable drgs and drgs used in conjunction with the

treatment of patients with cancer and chronic kidney disease.

408. On December 8, 2003, Congress enacted the Medicare Prescription Drug,
Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 (the "MM"). Title 1 of the MM created new
~ '"i

outpatient prescription drg coverage undeJ.cMedicare ("Medicare Par D").
409. Meäicare Par D went into effect on Januar 1, 2006. The Program is admistered
by the United States Depaitment of Health a.-:d Humari Services, Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid ("eMS"). For "dual ehgíbles," defined as individuals who ïeceived pïesCriptioii dmg
coverage l.idel' Medicaid in addition to Medicare coverage for other heaith care in 2005. elUollinent

in Medicare Par D was compi-ùsory, Such beneficiaries were automatically switched to Part D
plans for 2006 and cOff"1enced receiving comprehensive prescription drug coverage under
Medicare Par D.

410. Coverage of prescription drugs under Medicare Part D is subject to the same
regülations as coverage under the Medicaid Program described above.
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411. Some of Amgen drgs at issue in this Four Amended Complaint, including
Aranesp and Neupogen, are covered by Medicare Par B in addition to Medicare Par D, depending

where and how the drgs are administered.
the Social Security Act
412. The Medicare Modernation Act (MM), Section 1847A of

(SSA), changed reimbursement for Medicare Par B drgs from 95% of average wholesale price
(A WP) to 106% of ASP net of volume discounts, prompt pay discounts, cash discounts, free goods

that are contingent on any purchase requirement, chargebacks, and rebates (other than Medicaid
rebates).
413. Medicare reimbursement is based on the lesser of this allowable amount or actual
charges, as follows:

. Physician offices are reimbursed for 80% of the allowable amount

. The patient or patient's secondary insurer is respori~ibie for the remaining ~~

coinsurance

\. J

414. Siiice January 2005, Medicare Part B has been paying for most covered dnigs using

a reimbursement met.liodology based on ASPs. Section 1847A(c) of the Social Security Act, as
added by the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modeniization Act of 2003, P.L. No.
108-173, defines an ASP as a manufactuer's sales of a drug to all purchasers in the United States in

a calendar quart.er divided by the total number of iinits of the dmg sold by the manufacturer in that

same quarer. The ASP is net of any price concessions, such as volume discounts, prompt pay
discounts, cash discOLUitS, free goods contingent on purchase requirements, chargebacks, and

rebates other than those obtained t.hrough the Medicaid drug rebate program. Sales that are n.ominal

in amount are exempted from the ASP calculation, as are sales excluded from the determn.ation of
"best price" in the Medicaid drug rebate program.
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415. A manufacturer's ASP must be calculated by the manufactuer every calendar
quarer and submitted to CMS with thiry (30) days of the close of the quarer. Each report must
be certified by one of t.lie following: the manufactuer's Chief Executive Officer (CEO); the
manufacturer's Chief Financial Officer (CFO); an individual who has delegated auUiority to sign for,

and who reports directly to, the manufactuer's CEO or CFO.
416. Manufactuers report ASPs by national drg codes (NDC), which are II-digit identifiers

that indicate the manufactuer, product dosage form, and package size of the drg. Manufactuers must
provide CMS with the ASP and volume of sales for each NDC on a quarerly basis, with submissions
due 30 days after the close of each quarer.
417. Because Medicare Par B reimbursement for outpatient drgs is based on HCPCS codes

rather than NDCs and more than one NDC may meet the definition of a paricular HCPCS code, CMS
, '

V.

has developed a tie ~,t "crosswalks" manufacturers' NDCs to HCPCS codes. CMS uses inormation in

'" ths crosswalk fie to calculate volume-weighted ASPs for covered HCPCS codes.

418. Just as it has manpulated the AMlbst price for its drugs under the Medicaid Rebate
Act, A.mgen has manpulated the ASP for its drgs rehnbursed under Medicare Part B for its fmandai

gain.

B. OTHR FEDERALY FUNDED HEALTH CARE PROGRAMS
419. In addition to Medicaid, Medicare and Medicare Pait D, the federal government

reimburses a portion of the cost of prescription drugs under several other health care progr8.ïlS,

including but not limited to the Railroad Retirement Medicare Program, Federal Empioyees Health
Benefit Programs, Tri-Care (formerly CHAJ.\1US), the Indian Heaith Service and CHAMP V A, as
alleged below. These programs operate in similar ways to the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

For example, the V A and CHAUSrrri-care operate in substantially similar ways to the Medicare
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and Medicaid programs, but primarily for the benefit of miitar veterans, their spouses (or
widowed spouses) and other beneficiares.
1. The Railroad Retirement Medicare Program

420. The Railroad Retirement Medicare program is authorized by the railroad retirement
act of 1974, at U.S.C.A. §231 et seq. It is admstered though the United States Railroad

Retirement Board, "RR," and f.ishes Medicare coverage to retired railroad employees.
2. Federal Employee Health Benefi Plans
421. The Federal Employees Health Benefits Program ("FEHBP") is admistered by the

United States Office of Personnel Management ("OPM") pursuant to 5 U.S.C.A §8901 et seq. and
provides health care coverage to federal employees, retirees and their dependants and survivors.

3. Tr-Care
v
422. Toe Tri-Care program, formerly, CHAUS, is ooministered by the United States
, ,
Department of DeÎense though its còmponent in agency, CHAUS,
under the authority of 10

U.S.c.A. §§1701-1106, It is a health care program that tìrüvides for care in civilan facilities for
members of the unifonned services and their dependents. Pursuant to 38 U.S.C.A §8126, and the
reguiations based there on, dmgs furnshed by drug manufactúrers to the Department of Defense

must be fushed at the best price.

423. Upon i!iformation and belief and base th.eir own relators a ledge that the Uníted

States also fuishes fuds which several states used to pay for such dnigs pursuant to the State
Legal Immigrant assistance Grants, 8 D.S.C.A. §1255a; 45 C.F.R. §402.1O.
4. The Veterulls Administraton
424. The Civilan Health and Medical Program of the Deparment of Veterans Affairs

("CHAV A") is a comprehensive health care program in which the V A shares the cost of
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covered health care services and supplies with eligible beneficiares. The program is admistered

by Health Admistration Center and our offces are located in Denver, Colorado. In general the

CHAV A program covers most health care services and supplies that are medically and
psychologically necessary.
425. Due to the similarty between CHAV A and the Deparment of Defense ("DoD")

Tri-Care program the two are often mistaken for each other. CHAV A is a Deparment of
Veterans Afairs program whereas Tn-Care is a regionally managed health care program for active

duty and retired members of the unormed services, their famiies and surivors. In some cases a
veterans may look to be eligible for botheither program on paper. However, miltar retirees, or the
spouse of a veteran who was kiled in action, are and wil always be Tri-Care beneficiares.

426. Pusmmt to 38 U.S.C.A. §8126, and the regulations based thereon, and contracts the
(i~f Veterans Admistration had with manufactuers, drgs fushed to the Veterans' 'Ådmistration

by drug manufactuers must be fushed at the best price.
427. The VA and CHATvtPUSffri-care operate in substantially similar ways to the
Medicare and Medicaid programs, but primarily for the benefit of miltary veterans, their spouses
(or widowed spouses) and other beneficiaries.
5. Indian Health Service

428. The Indian health service is responsible for providing comprehensive health services

to more than 1,400,000 A..l"lcricans. It is adminstered by the depaitment of health and human
services pursuant to 42 U.S.C.A. 2002 et seq. The statute authorizes the Secretary to enter into
contracts with independent providers to fush health services to Native Americans w~enever the
Secretary detennines that independent providers can better meet the population's need. Pusuant to
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38 U.S.C.A. §8126, and the regulations based thereon, drgs fushed to the hidian Health Service

by drg manufactuers must be fushed at the best price.
6. Stae Legal

Immigrant Assistnce Grants

429. Relator is inormed and believes and based thereon alleges that the United State also
fushes fuds which several States use to pay for such drgs pursuant to State Legal Imgrant
Assistance Grants, 8 U.S.C.A §1255A; 45 C.F.R. §402.1O.

c. THE GOVERNNT HEALTH PROGRAS WERE DAMGED
430. During the time relevant to ths Complaint, many of the off-label uses of Amgen's
drugs promoted by Amgen as alleged herein were not eligible for reimbursement under Medicaid,

Medicare and the other governent hea1thcare programs because such off-label uses were neither
listed in the labeling approved by the FDA nor otherwise supported as safe and effective by any of
,';:,

the drg compèndia specifed by the federali\Ogu1ation

431. 'Additionally, because Amgen's uii1awful marketing efforts have been designed to
generate ovenit.ization of their dwgs in situations which the drugs either were not proven safe or

effective or were not medically necessaxy for treatment of patients' specific medicai conditions,
Aingen has caused health care providers to submit claims for reimblUsement to Medicaid, Medicare

warranted and not covered and therefore
and the other government health programs that were lID

false.
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